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Abstract 
As a unified discipline, econometrics is still relatively young and has been tnmsfurming and expanding very rapidly. Major advances have 
taken place in the analysis of cross-sectiJnal data by means of semiparametric and nonparametric techniques. Heterogeneity of economic 
relati>m across individuals, firms and industries is increasingly acknowledged and alte!qlts have been made to take it into accomt ei1her by 
integrating out its eflilcts or by IIDdelling the sources ofheterogeneily when suitable panel data exist The counterli!ctual comideraoom that 
mderlie poli:y analysis and treatmeut valuaoon have been given a IIDre satidactory fumdaoon. New time-series econometric techniques 
have been developed and eiq>loyed extensively in the areas of macroeconometrics and finance. Nonlinear econometric techniques are used 
increasingly in the analysis of cross-section and tilne-series observations. Appli:aoons ofBayesian techniques to econometric problems have 
been proiiDted largely by advances in computer power and colll'utaoonal techniques. The use ofBayesian techniques has in tmn provided 
the investigators witb a unifYing fuunework where the tasks offurecasting, decision making, IIDdel evaluaoon and learning can be considered 
as parts of1he same interactive and iterative process, tbus providing a basis fur 'real tilne econometrics'. 
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Article 
1 Wbat is econometrics? 
1/38 
Broadly speaking, econom:1IEs aim; to give ~irical content to economic relations fur testing economic theories, furecasting, decn>n 
tmking, atd fur ex post decision/poky evaJuation The term 'econom:t:rics' appears to have been first used by Pawel Ciompa as early as 
1910, although it is Ragnar Frisch who takes the credit fur coining1he term, atd fur establMngit as a subject in the sense in which it is 
known today (see Frisch, 1936, p. 95, atd Bjerkhoh, 1995). By emphasizing the quantitative aspects of economic relationships, 
econom:t:rics caDs fur a 'unift:ation' of m:asmem:nt and theory in economics. Theory without measmem:nt can have only 1imiled relevance 
fur the analysis of actual economic problem!; while m:asurem:nt without theory, being devon of a :liam=work necessary fur the 
interpretation of the statiswal observation~, is unlikely to result in a satis:filctory expJanation of the way economic furces interact with each 
other. Neither 'theory' nor 'm:asuremmt' on its own is sufficKmt to further our understanding of economic phenomena. 
As a unified discipline, econom:t:rics is still relatively )'Ol.Dlg atd has been transfurming and expanding very rapilly since an earlier version 
ofthis article was published in the first edition of The New Palgrave: A Dictionary of Economics in 1987 (Pesaran, 1987a). Major 
advances have taken place in the analysis of cross-sectional data by mmns of semip~ atd nonparamrtri;: teclmques. Heterogeneity 
of economic relations across indivkl.uak, firms and ind~ is increasingly acknowledged, and attempts have been made to take them into 
account either by integrating out their effects or by rmdeling 1he sources ofheterogeneity when suitable panel data exists. The couoterfilctual 
consnerations 1ha.t underlie poky analysis and treatm:nt evaluation have been given a rmre satismctory fuundation New ~ ~s 
econom:t:ric teclmqoos have been developed and employed extensively in the areas of rmcroeconom:t:rics and finance. Nonlinear 
econom:1IE teclmqoos are used increasingly in the analysis of cross-section and ~-seri:s observations. Applications ofBayesian 
teclmques to econom:1IE problems have been given rew impetus largely thanks to advances in corqruter power and computational 
teclmques. The use ofBayesian teclmques has in turn provi:led the investigators with a unifYing :liam=work where the tasks of fOrecasting, 
decision tmking, rmdel evaluation and learning can be considered as parts of the sam: interactive and iterative process; thus paving the way 
fur establishing the fulmdation of'real ~ econotretri:s'. See Pesaran and Tin:mermatm (2005a). 
This article attempts to provide an overview of some of these developmmts. But to give an nea of the extent to which econome1IEs has 
been transfu~ over the past decades we begin with a bri:f account of the literature that pre-dates econom:1IEs, and discuss the bir1h of 
econom:t:rics and its subsequent developm:nts to the present. Inevitably, our accounts wiD. be bri:fand non-technical Readers interested in 
rmre details are advised to consultant the specific entries provided in the New Palgrave and the excellent general texts by Maddala (200 1 ), 
Greene (2003), Davidson and MacKinnon (2004), and Wooklridge (2006), as wen as texts on specific topics such as Cam:ron and Trivedi 
(2005) on microeconometri:s, Maddala (1983) on econometri: rmdels involving limited-depetxielt and qualitative variables, Arellano 
(2003 ), Bahagi (2005), Hsiao (2003), and Wooklrilge (2002) on panel data econom:t:rics, Johansen (1995) on co integration analysis, Hall 
(2005) on generalized tredlod of rmm.mts, Bauwens, Lubrano and IOOhard (2001 ), Koop (2003), Lancaster (2004), and Geweke (2005) 
on Bayesian economrtri:s, Bosq (1996), Fan and (ijbe1s (1996), Horowitz (1998), Hll.rdle (1990), IDird1e and Linton (1994) and Pagan 
and U1lah (1999) on nonparamrtri;: and semiparamrtri;: economrtri:s, Camp beD, Lo and MacKinlay (1997) and Gourieroux and J asiak 
(200 1) on financial econom:t:rics, Granger and N ewbokl (1986), Uitkepohl (1991) and Hamilton (1994) on~ sems analysis. 
2 Quantitative research in economics: historical backgrounds 
Empnal analysis in economics has had a long and furtile history, the origins of which can be traced at least as fil.r back as the work of the 
16th-century politi:al a.riti!Irewians such as Wi11iam Petty, Gregory IGng and Charles Davenant. The political aritbmeticiam, led by Sir 
Wil1iam Petty, were the first group to rmke systemat.k use ofmcts and figures in t}x,ir studies. They were primarily interested in t}x, pract.kal 
issoos of their~. ranging ftom problem! of taxation and mmey to those of international trade and finance. The balhmrk oft}x,ir approach 
was 1Dioubtedly quantitative, and it was this which distinguished them from their contemporaries. Ahhough the politi:al a.riti!Irewians were 
primarily and understandably preoccupied with statiswal m:asurerrent of economic phenom:na, the work of Petty, and that ofKing in 
part:i:ular, represented perhaps the first exa.Jlllles of a unified quantitative-theoreWal approach to economics. Indeed Schumpeter in his 
HIStory of Economic Analysis ( 1954, p. 209) goes as mr as to say that the works of the politi:al a.riti!Irewians 'illustrate to perfection, 
wbat Ecooometri:s is and wbat Econome1IEians are trying to do'. 
The first attempt at quantitative economic analysis is attributed to Gregory King, wbo was the first to fit a linear function of changes in com 
pri:es on de:&iencies in the com harvest, as reported in Charles Davenant (1698). One irq)ortant consneration in the etll'Ral work of 
King and others in this early period seem; to have been the discovery of 'laws' in economics, very nmch like those in physK:s and other 
natmal sciences. 
This qoost fur economic Jaws was, and to a lesser extent still is, rooted in the desire to give economics the status that Newton had 
achi:ved fur physK:s. This was in turn reflected in t}x, conscnus adoption oft}x, m:thod of the physK:al sciences as the dominant rmde of 
etll'Ral enquiry in economics. The Newtonian revob.JtiJn in physics, and the philosophy of'physical determinism' 1ha.t cam: to be generally 
accepted in its aftenna1h, had mr-reaching consequm:es fur the tmthod as wen as the objectives of research in economics. The uncertain 
natme of economic relations began to be fully appreciated only with the birth of tmdern statistics in the late 19th century and as nme 
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statirt:ical observatiom on ecooomi: variables started to becom: available. 
The development of statiswal theory in the hm:ls of Gahon, Edgeworth m1 Pearson was taken up in economi:s with speed m1 
~e. The earliest app1ications of silqlle correlation analysE in ecooomi:s appear to have been ca.tred out by Yule ( 1895; 1896) on the 
relationship between pauperism m1 the m:thod of provDing relief; m1 by Hooker (190 1) on the relationship between the muriage rate m1 
the general level of prosperity in the United Kingdom, m:asmed by a variety of economi: indicators such as ilqlorts, exports, m1 the 
lllOvemml: in com prices. 
Benini (1907), the ItaJian statmic:ian was the first to make use of the trethod of trultiple regression in economi:s. But Hemy Moore 
(1914; 1917) was the first to p1ace the statist:K:al estimation of economic relations at the centre of quantitative analysis in economi:s. Through 
his re1entless e:ffurts, m1 those ofhil di!ciples and fulhwers Paul Douglas, Henry Schullz, Holbrook Working. Fred Waugh m1 others, 
Moore in effuct Jan the fOundations of'statiltK:al economi:s', the precursor ofeconom:trks. The lllOill.lmmtal work ofSchullz, The Theory 
and the Measurement of Demand (1938), in the United States m1 that of Allen am Bowley, Family Expenditure (1935), in the United 
Kingdom, m1 the pioneering works ofLenoir (1913), Wrigbt (1915; 1928), Working (1927), Tinbergen (1929-30) m1 Frtich(1933) on 
the problem of'identification' represented major steps towards this objective. The work ofScbuJiz was e~lary in the way it atienlJted a 
unifi:ation of theory am m:asUI'eJDml: in demmd analysti; while the work on identification lrigbligbted the importance of'structural 
estimation' in econom:trics m1 was a cruchl mctor in the subsequent developments of econom:tric Irethods under the auspi::es of the 
Cowles Commission fur Research in Ecooomi:s. 
Farly empiri:al research in economi:s was by no m:ans confined to dernwd analysti. Lo\16 Bachelier (1900), using tim:-series data on 
French equity prl.::es, recognized the random walk character of equity pri::es, which proved to be the precursor to the vast eJ11liricallilerature 
on nmket efficiency hypothesE that has evolvOO since the early 1960s. Another important area was research on business cycles, which 
proviied the basis of the later development in tirre-series analysE m1 macroeconorretric trodel buikiing and furecasting. Although, through 
the work of Sir William Petty and other early writers, economists had been aware of the ex6tence of cycles in economi: tirre series, it was 
not mtil the early 19th century that the pbenom:non ofbusiness cycles began to attract the attention that it deserved. Clement Juglar (1819-
1905), the French physi::ian turned economist, was the first to make systematic use oftirre-series data to study business cycles, and E 
credited with the discovery of an investmmt cycle of about 7-11 years duration, coDllllOnly known as the Juglar cycle. Other economists 
such as Kitchin, Kumets m1 Kondratieff fulhwed Juglar's lead and discovered the inventory cycle (3-5 years duratim), the buikiing cycle 
(15-25 years duration) and the long wave ( 45--60 years duratim), respectively. The CJ11lhasm of this early research was on the trorphology 
of cycles and the identification ofperiodi::ities. Little at:tentDn was paid to the quantilk:ation of the relationships that may have underlain the 
cycles. Indeed, economists working in the National Bureau ofEconomi: Research under the direction of Wesley Mitchell regarded each 
business cycle as a unique phenom:non and were therefure reluctant to use statist:K:al rrethods except in a nonparam:tri:: manner am fur 
purely descriptive purposes (see, :fur example, Mitchell, 1928; Bmns m1 Mitchell, 1947). 'Ihii view ofbusiness cycle research stood in 
sharp con1rast to the ecooom:tric approach ofFmch and Tinbergen and cuhninated in the :fittrous methodologi:al interchange between 
Tjalling Koopmans and Rutledge Vining about the roles of theory and m:a.suremmt in applied economi:s in general and bus~ss cycle 
research in par1i:ular. (This interchange appeared in the August 194 7 and May 1949 issues of the Review of Economics and Statistics.) 
3 The birth of econometrics 
Ahhougb, quantitative economi: analysis ti a good three centuries old, econom:trics as a recognized branch of economi:s began to em:rge 
only in the 1930s m1 the 1940s wilh the fuundation of the Econom:tri:: Society, the Cowles Conmission in the United States, am the 
Departmmt of Applied Economi:s (DAE) in CauDridge, England. (An account of the fOunding of the first two organizations can be fuund in 
Christ, 1952; 1983, while the history of the DAE is covered in Stone, 1978.) This was largely due to the rwhidisciplinary nature of 
econom:tri::s, comprising of economi: theory, data, econom:trk methods and computing teclmJ.ues. Progress in CJ11liri::al economi: 
analysis often requires synchronous developmmts in al these :fum COJl1)0ne:nts. 
Ini1:ialy, the empbasti was on the development of econom:tri; trethods. The first major debate over econom:tric trethod concerned the 
applicability of the probability calcuh.Js am the newly developed S8Jl1lling theory ofRA. Fisher to the analysis of economi: data. Frisch 
(1934) was highly scept:kal of the value of sampling theory m1 significance tests in econorretrics. HE objection was not, however, based on 
the epistemological reasons that Jay behind Robbins's and Keynes's criticisms of econom:trics. He was nnre concerned with the problems of 
1Dilt:i:o1linearity am m:a.suremmt errors which be believed were pervasive in economics; am to deal with the m:as\ll'elDmt error problem he 
developed hi; confluence analysis m1 the method of'bunch maps'. Ahhough used by som: econom:trkians, notably Tinbergen (1939) m1 
Stone (1945), the bunch map analysis did not find IID.JCh mvom wilh the profession at large. Instead, it was the probabilist:K: rationali2ations of 
regressiJn analysis, advanced byKoopmans (1937) m1 Haavehno (1944), that furm:d the basis oftrodem econom:trics. 
Koopmans did not, however, CJ11lhasize the wider issue of 1he use of stochastic trodels in econorretrics. It was Haavehno who exploited 
the idea to the fuD, m1 argued fur an exp1icit probability approach to the estimation and testing of economic relations. In his classic paper 
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published as a supplem:nt 1D Econometrica in 1944, Haavehm defimded the probability approach on two gromds. Filllt, he argued that the 
use of stattitk:ahreasures such as ~ream, staOOard errors and correlati>n coefficients fur infurential purposes is justified only if the process 
generating the data can be cast in te~m~ of a probability tmdel Second, he argued that the probability approach, filr from being limited in its 
applicati>n 1D economic data, because of its generality is in fuct particularly suited fur the analysis of 'dependent' and 'non-hotmgeneous' 
observati>ns often encmmtered in economic research. 
The probability model is seen by Haavehm as a convenient abstracti>n fur the purpose ofmderstandiog, or explaining or predicting, 
events in the real world. But it is not clairred that the tmdel represents reality in an its detail<!. To proceed with quantitative research in any 
subject, economics ilx:hxled, so~re degree offurmali2llti>n is inevitable, and the probability tmdel is one such fDnmlilation. The attracti>n of 
the probability tmdel as a m:thod of abstracti>n derives from its generality and flexibility, and the fuct that no viable alternative seems 1D be 
available. Haavehm's contribution was also inl>ortant as it constituted the first systematk: defimce against Keynes's (1939) influential 
criticisms ofTiubergen's pioneering research on business cycles and macroeconometri: tmdelling. The objective ofTiubergen's research was 
twofuld: first, 1D show how a macroeconometric model may be constructed and then used fur sinrulation and policy analysis (Tiubergen, 
1937); second, '1D submit 1D stattitk:al test so~re of the theories whi:h have been put furward regarding the character and causes of cyclical 
1luctuati>ns in business activity' (Tiubergen, 1939, p. II). Tiubergen ass111red a rather limited role fur the econometri:isn in the process of 
testing economic theories, and argued that it was the responsibility of the 'economist' 1D speciJY the tlleories 1D be tested He saw the role of 
the econometricisn as a passive one of estimating the parameters of an economic relati>n already specified on a priori gromds by an 
economist As filr as stattiticalm:thods were concerned, he employed the regression~rethod and Frisch's m:thod of confluence analysis in a 
cotq>lementary filshion. Ahhough Tiubergen discussed the problems of the detenninati>n of titre lags, trends, struc1Dral stability and the 
choice of functional furms, he did not propose any systematic m:thodology fur dealing with them In short, Tiubergen approached the 
problem of testing tlleories from a rather weak methodological position Keynes saw these weaknesses and attacked them with characteristk: 
insight (Keynes, 1939). A large part of Keynes's review was in filet conceired with technical difficulties associated with the application of 
stattiticalm:thods 1D economic data. Apart from the problems of the 'dependent' and 'non-hotmgeneous' observati>ns Irenti>ned above, 
Keynes also emphasi2ed the problems of misspecificati>n, nrulticollinearity, functional furm, dynamic specilicati>n, struc1Dral stability, and the 
difficulties associated with the measurement oftheoretk:al variables. By fucusing his attack on Tiubergen's a1:tetq>t at testing economic 
tlleories ofbusiness cycles, Keynes ahmst rotally ignored the practk:al significance ofTiubergen's work fur econometri: model building and 
policy analysis (fur more details, see Pesaran and Smith, 1985a). 
In his own review ofTiubergen's work, Haavehm (1943) recognized the main bmden of the criticisms ofTiubergen's work by Keynes 
and otllers, and argued the need fur a general stattitk:al fla!rework 1D deal with these criticisms. As we have seen, Haavehm's response, 
despite the views expressed by Keynes and otllers, was 1D rely more, rather than less, on the probability model as the basis of econoiretric 
~rethodology. The technical problems raised by Keynes and otllers could now be dealt with in a systematic manner by ~ream offurmal 
probabilistk: models. Once the probability model was specified, a solution 1D the problems of estimati>n and infurence could be obtained by 
Irellll'l of either classical or ofBayesisn m:thods. There was little that could now stand in the way of a rapid development of econo~retric 
~rethods. 
4 Early advances in ecommetric methods 
Haavehm's contribution marked the beginning of a new era in econometri:s, and paved the way fur the rapid development of econometri:s, 
with the likelihood ~rethod gaining importance as a roo! fur identilicati>n, estimati>n and infurence in econometrics. 
4.11dentification of structural parameters 
The first inl>ortant breakthrough carne with a furmal solution 1D the identificati>n problem whi:h had been funmlated earlier by Working 
(1927). By defining the concept of 'structure' in terms of the joint probability distribution of observati>ns, Haavehm (1944) presented a very 
general concept ofidentificati>n and derived the recessary and sufficient conditions fur identificati>n of the entire system of equati>ns, 
inchxlingthe parameters of the probability distribution of the disturbances. His solution, although general, was rather diflicult1D apply in 
practk:e. Koopmam, Rubin and Leipnik (1950) used the term 'identift:ati>n' fur the first titre in econo~retrics, and gave the now filmiliar 
rank and order conditions fur the identificati>n of a single equati>n in a system of simultaneous linear equati>ns. The solution of the 
identift:ation problem by Koopmam (1949) and Koopmam, Rubin and Leipnik (1950) was obtained in the case where there are a priori 
linear restricti>ns on the struc1Dral parameters. They derived rank and order conditions fur identifiability of a single equati>n from a complete 
system of equati>ns without refurence 1D how the variables of the model are classified as endogenous or exogenous. Other solutions 1D the 
identift:ati>n problem, also allowing fur restricti>ns on the elements of the variance-<:ovariance matrix of the s1ruc1Dral disturbances, were 
later offilred by Wegge (1965) and Fisher (1966). 
Broadly speaking, a model is said 1D be identified if all its structural parameters can be obtained from the knowledge of its inl>lied joint 
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probability distribution fur the observed variables. In the case of simlltaneons equatiJns JIDdels prevalent in econometrics, the solution to the 
identiOOatiJn problem depends on wbetber there exi'lts a sufficient IIUili>er of a priori restrictions fur the derivatiJn of the structural 
parameters from the reduced-furm parameters. AldJough the pmpose of the JIDdel and the fuCIIS of the analyxi'l on explaining the variatiJns 
of some variables in rerms of the unexplained variatiJns of other variables is an importsnt consideratioo, in tbe final analysis the specificatiJn 
of a mininnnn IIUili>er of identifYing restrictiJns was seen by researchers at the Cowles Commission to be the functiJn and the responsibility 
of'economic theory'. This attitude was very ImJCh reminiscent of the approach adopted earlier by Tinbergen in his bnsiness cycle research: 
the functiJn of economic theory was to provide the specification of the econometric mode~ and tbat of econometrics to furnish statistically 
optimal methods of estimatiJn and infurence. More specifically, at the Cowles Commission the primary task of econometrics was seen to be 
the development of s1atistically efficient methods fur the estimation of structoral parameters of an a priori specified system of sinrultaneons 
stochastic equatiJns. 
More recent developments in identiOOatiJn of structoral parameters in context of semiparametric model<; is disCIISsed below in Section 12. 
See also Manski (1995). 
4.21!5tlmation and inference in simultaneous equation models 
Initially, mder the influence ofHaavehno's contribution, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimatiJn method was emphasized as it yielded 
consistent estimates. Anderson and RJJbin (1949) developed the limited infurmatiJn ImXimim likelihood (LIML) method, and Koopmans, 
RJJbin and Leipnik (1950) proposed tbe full infurmatiJn maximum likelihood (FIML). Both methods are based on the joint probability 
distribution oftbe endogenons variables cooditional on the exogenons variables and yiekl consistent estimates, with the furmer utilizing an the 
available a priori restrictiJns and the latter only those which related to the equatiJn being estimated. Sooo, other computationally less 
demanding estimatiJn methods fullowed, both fur a fully efficient estimatiJn of an entite system of equatiJns and fur a consistent estimatiJn of 
a single equatiJn from a system of equatiJns. 
The two-s1age least squares (2SLS) procedure was independently proposed by Theil(1954; 1958) and Basmmn (1957). At about the 
same time the ins1rumeutal variable (IV) method, which had been developed over a decade earlier by Reiersol (1941; 1945), and Geary 
(1949) fur tbe estimation of errors-in-variables model<!, was genernlized and applied by Sargan (1958) to the estimatiJn of silmltaneons 
equation model<!. Sargan's generali2ed N estimator (GNE) provided an as~totically efficient teclmique fur nsing smplus instruments in the 
applicatiJn of theN method to econometric problems, and furmed the basis ofsubsequeut developmeuts of the generalilOO method of 
momeuts (GMM) estimators introduced subsequently by Hansen (1982). A related class of estimators, known as k-class estimators, was 
also proposed by Theil (1958). Methods of estimating the entite system of equations which were computatiJnally less demanding than the 
FIML method were also advanced. These methods also had the advantage tbat, unlike tbe FIML, they did not require the full specification of 
the entire system These included the three-s1age least squares method due to Zellner and Theil (1962), tbe iterated instruments! variables 
method based on tbe work ofLyttkens (1970), Brundy and Jorgenson (1971 ), and Dhrymes (1971) and the system k-class estimators due 
to Srivas1ava (1971) and Savin (1973). Irnportsnt contributions have al<;o been made in tbe areas of estimation of sinrultaneons nonlinear 
equations (Amemiya, 1983), tbe seemingly unrelated regression equatiJns (SURE) approach proposed by Zellner (1962), and tbe 
sinrultaneons ratiJnalexpec1atiJns JIDdels (see SectiJn 7.1 below). 
Interest in estimation of sinrultaneons equation JIDdels coincided with tbe rise ofKeynesian economics in early 1960s, and s1arted to wane 
with tbe adveut of the ratiJnal expec1atiJns revolution and its etlllhasis on the GMM estimatiJn of the structmal parameters from the Euler 
equations (first-order optimization cooditions ). See Section 7 below. But, with the rise of the dyuamic stochastic geueral equilibrium model<; 
in =econometrics, a revival of interest in identificatiJn and estimation of nonlinear sinrultaneons equatiJn models seems quite likely. The 
recent contribution ofF ernandez. Villaverde and RJJbio-Ramirez (2005) represeuts a start in this directiJn. 
4.3 Dewlopnents in time series econometrics 
While tbe initiative 1aken at tbe Cowles Commission led to a rapid expansioo of econometric teclmiques, the application of these teclmiques 
to economic problems was rather slow. This was partly due to a lack of adequate COJllluting fucilities at tbe time. A more fundameutal reason 
was the etll'hasis of the research at the Cowles Commission on the simultaneity problem ahnost to the exclusion of other econometric 
problems. Since tbe early applications of the correlatiJn analysis to economic da1a by Yule and Hooker, the serial dependeoce of economic 
time series and tbe problem of nonsense or spurions correlation tbat it could give rise to had been the single JIDst importsnt fuctor explaining 
the proression's scepticism concerning the value of regression analysis in economics. A satisfuctory solution to the spurions correlation 
problem was therefure needed befure regression analysis of economic time series could be 1aken serionsly. Research on this topic began in 
the mid-1940s at the Department of Applied Economics (DAE) in Cambridge, Englaod, as a part of a major investigatiJn into tbe 
measurement and analysis of consumers' expenditure in the United Kingdom(see Stone et al., 1954). AldJough tbe first steps towards tbe 
resolution oftbe spurions correlation problem had been 1aken by Aitken (1934-5) and Champernowne (1948), the research in the DAE 
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introduced the probJem and its possible sohi:ion to the attention of applied ecooomi<lts. Orcutt (1948) studied the autocorrelafun pattern of 
ecooomic tiroo series and showed that tDOst ecoromic tiroo sems can be represented by simple autoregressive processes w:ilh similar 
autoregressive coefficients. Subsequently, Cocbrane and Orcutt (1949) made the inlJortant point that the major considerafun in the analysis 
of stationary tiroo sems was the autocorrelation of the error term in the regression equation and oot the autocorreJation of the ec0110mic 1:in:1= 
series thetmelves. In tbii way they sbifled the fucus of attention to the autocorreJation of di;tmb~s as the IIllrin source of concern. 
Although, as it tlmls out, this is a valid conch.Jsion in the case of regression equations w:ilh stri:tly exogenous regressors, in tDOre realist:K: set-
ups where the regressors are weakly exogenous the serial correlation of the regressors is aka likely to be of concern in pract:K:e. See, fur 
example, Sta.nDaugb (1999). 
Another important and reJated devek>ptrent was the work of Durbin and Watson ( 1950; 1951) on the trethod of testing fur resnual 
autocorreJation in the cJassK:al regression tDOdellm infurentia1 breakthrough fur testing serial correlamn in the case of observed tirm-sems 
data had already been achieved by von N eumu:m (1941; 1942), and by Hart and von N eummn (1942). The contributim ofDurbin and 
Watson was, however, inlJortant from a pract:K:al viewpoint as it led to a bounds test fur resnual autocorreJation which coukl be appli:d 
irrespective of the actual values ofthe regressors. The mepen:ience ofthe criti:al bounds ofthe Durbin-Watson statist:K: from the matrix. of 
the regressors allowed the appli:afun of the stat:ist:K: as a general diagnost:K: test, the first of its type in ecooorretri:s. The conlributims of 
Cocbrane and Orcutt and ofDurbin and Watson marked the beginning of a new era in the analysis of ecoromic tirm-series data and laXi 
down the basis ofwhat is now known as the 'tiroo-series econotretri:s' approach 
5 Consolidation and applications 
The work at the Cowles COllllli'lsion on identifica.mn and estimamn ofthe simuJianeous equafuntDOdeland the devehpmmt oft:in:l= series 
technques paved the way fur widespread appli:ation of ecommmic trethods to ecommic and financial problem~. This was helped 
signiOOant]y by the rapid expansi:m of computing mc~s. advaooes in financial and tmeroecommic tDOdelling. and the increased availability 
of economic data-sets, cross secmn as well as 1:in:l= series. 
S.l Mauoeconometric modelling 
Inspired by the pioneering work ofTinbergen, Klein (194 7; 1950) was the first to construct a macroeconometric tDOdel in the tradition of the 
Cowles Commission Soon others fulhwed Klein's lead. Over a short space oftitm macroeconotmt:ri: tDOdelci were built fur ahmst every 
indus~d colllliiy, and even fur sotre developing and centrally plamed economies. Macroeconotretri: tDOdel<l becatre an important tool 
of ex ante fOrecasting and economic poli:y analysis, and started to grow in both sin= and sophist:K:ation. The reJatively stable economic 
environmmt of the 1950s and 1960s was an important mctor in the initial success ~oyed by macroeconotretri: tDOdel<i. The construction 
and use ofJarge-scale tDOdel<l presented a number ofil:q>ortant computafunalproblernl, the soh.tionofwhich was of:fio:l.am:ntal 
signiOOance, rot only fur the developmmt of macroeconotretri: tDOdelling but al<lo fur econotretri: practK:e in gerera1. In this respect 
advances in computer technobgy were clearly m1:cummta], and without them it is difficult to imagine how the COiqlli:ated COiqlutational 
prob:Jerm involved in the estimation and sim.Jlafun ofJarge-scale tDOdel<l coukl have been solved. The increasing availability ofbetter and 
faster COiqluters was al<lo m~ntal as fil.r as the types of problem; studied and the types of solutions offured in the literature were 
concerned. For exampi:, recent developmmts in the area ofmicroecomm:tri:s (see Section 10 below) coukl hardly have been possible if it 
were rot fur the very important recent advaooes in COtll)uting filcilities. 
S.l Dynamic specification 
Other areas where econotretri:s witnessed signffi::ant devek>ptrents included dynami: specification, latent variables, expectations furmamn, 
limited depetdenl: variables, discrete cho~e tDOdelci, rau:l.om coefficient tDOdelci, disequilibrimn tDOdel<l, nonlinear estimation, and the analysis 
of panel data tDOdel<l. Important advances were al<lo made in the area ofBayesim ecororretri:s,Jargelythanks to the publi:ation of Zellner's 
textbook ( 1971 ), whi::h buih on his earlier wmk including il:q>ortant papers with George Tiao. The Seminar on Bayesian InfureiK:e in 
Econotmt:ri:s and Statist:K:s (SBIES) was rounded shortly after the publicafun of the book, and was key in the devebpmmt and diffusion of 
Bayesian ideas in econotretri:s. It was, however, the problem of dyna.mi: specificamn that initially received the greatest attention In an 
inlJortant paper, T. Brown (1952) tDOdelled the hypothesis ofhabit persistence in consllllE" behaviour by introducing lagged values of 
consumpfun expenditures into an otherwise stat:K: Keynesian consurqnion :function Thil was a signffi::ant step towards the incorporation of 
dyna.mi:s in app~d econotmt:ri: research, and allowed the inlJortant di;tincfun to be made between the short-nm and the long-nm irqlacts 
of changes in incotre on consumpfun Soon other researchers fullowed Brown's lead and empbyed his autoregressive specification in their 
etqlirical work. 
The next notable developmmt in the area of dynamic specificafun was the distributed lag tDOdel Ahhougb the idea of distributed Jags had 
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been :fBmliar to economists through the pioneering work oflrving Fisher ( 1930) on the reJatio:oship between the nominal interest rnte and the 
expected inflation rnte, its appooation in econotnet:l"£s was oot seriously considered until the mid-1950s. The geoiOOt:rkl ~tributed Jag tnodel 
was used fur the first~ by Koyck (1954) in a study of investmmt. Koyck arrived at the geo~mtric distributed Jag tnodel via the adaptive 
expectations hypothesis. This s~ hypothesis was eJlllloyed later by Cagan (195 6) in a study of dermnd fur mmey in coOOitio:os of 
hyperinflation, by Fri:dma.n (1957) in a study of consumption behaviour am by N erlove (195 8a) in a study of the cobweb pheoommon The 
geom=tric distributed Jagtnodel was subsequently gener-allmd by Solow (1960), Jorgenson (1966) and others, and was extensive1y applied 
in empirical studies ofinvestmmt and consumption behaviour. At about the ~ ~ Altnon (1965) provkied a polynomial geoorali2ation of 
I. Fishers (1937) ~ti:: :Jag ~tributi>n whi:h was :later extended further by Shiller (1973). Other furms of dynamic specifl:ation 
consxtered in the litera1ure incJuded the partial adjustmmt trodel (N erlove, 1958b; Eisner and S1rot7, 1963) and the multivariate ftexlble 
accelerntor tnodel (Treadway, 1971) am Sargan's (1964) work on ecoootmtri: ~ seti:s anaJ;ysis which finlmd the basis of error 
correction and cointegrntion ana1ysis that fullowed next. Following the contributi>ns ofChampernowne (1960), Granger and Newbokl 
(197 4) and Phillq,s ( 1986) the spurious regression probkmt was better understood, and paved the way fur the developmmt of the theory of 
cointegrntion For further details see Section 8.3 below. 
5.3 Tec:lmiques for 1hort-termforecutiug 
Concmrent wid!. the developmmt of dynamic tnodeling ineconotmtrics there was also a resurgence ofinterest in tim:-seti:s mrthods, used 
prirmrily in short-term business furecasting. The dominant work in this fiekl was that ofBox am Jenkins (1970), who, building on the 
pioneering worlrs ofYule ( 1921 ; 1926), Slutsky (1927), Wold ( 193 8), Wbittle (1963) and others, proposed computationally manageable 
and asymptoti::ally efficient Iretbods fur the estimation and furecasting ofunivarilte autoregressive-rroving avernge (ARMA) processes. 
Time-seti:s tnodeJs provkied an inl>ortant and re1atively sinl>le benclnnark fur the evaluation of the furecasting accuracy of econotmtric 
m>dels, am further highlighted the signi&ance of dynamic speci&ation in the construction oftirm-seres econotmtri: m>dels. Initia1Jy 
univarilte tiim-seti:s m>deJs were viewed as treehani;a.l 'black box' model'! with little or no basis in ecooornic theory. Their use was seen 
prirmrily to be in short-term furecasting. The potential vahJe oftrodem tilu:-seti:s m:thods in econo~mtric research was, however, 
underlined in the work of Cooper (1972) and Nelson (1972) wiD detro:ostrnted the good furecasting perfunnance of univariate Box-Jenkins 
tnodels reJative to that of large ecoooiOOt:rkltnodels. These resuhs raised an inl>ortant question about the adequacy of1arge ecoootnet:l"£ 
tnodels fur furecasting as wei as fur po&:y anaJ;ysis. It was argued that a properly specified structural ecommetric tnodel shouki, at least in 
theory, yi=ld rrore accurate furecasts 1han a univariate ~-series m>del Theoreti::al justification fur this view was provkied by Zellner and 
Pahn(1974), fuJlowed by Trivedi (1975), Prothero and WaDis (1976), Wallis (1977) and others. These studies showed that Box-Jenkins 
m>dels couki in met be derived as univariate final furm soltions oflinear structmal econotmtric m>deJs. In theory, the pure tim:-seri:s 
tnodel could always be embodied within the structure of an econotmtric m>del and in this sense it dii not present a 'rival' alternative to 
~tric tnodelling. This literature further highlighted the importance of d~ specifuation in ecomtmtri: tnodels am in pam:u!ar 
showed that ecomm:tric trodel'i that are outperfurm:d by sinl>le univariate ~-seti:s m>dels tnost probably suffi:r from specification 
errors. 
The papers in Elliott, Granger and Tir:mamnaiUl (2006) provkie excellent reviews of recent devek>pmmts in economK: furecasting 
teclmiques. 
6 A newpbase in tbe development of econometrics 
With the signi&ant changes taking pJace in the world economi: enviroiiiiiimt in the 1970s, arising largely ftom the breakdown of the Bretton 
Woods system and the quadrupling of oil prices, ecomiOOt:rkls entered a new phase ofits developmmt. Mainstreammacroecoootnet:l"£ 
m>dels built: during the 1950s and 1960s, in an ern of relative economK: stability with stable energy prices and :fixed exchange rntes, were no 
longer capable of adequately capturing the ecomrnic realities ofthe 1970s. As a resuh., not surprisingfy, macroeconotmtri: m>dels and the 
Keynesian theory that underlay them c~ under severe attack ftom theoretical as wen as ftom practi::al ~oints. Wh& criticism; of 
Tinbergen's pioneering atfeliJlt at macroeconom:tric tnodeling were received with great optimism am led to the developmmt of new and 
sophilti::ated estimation teclmiques am larger am tnore cotq)ooated tnodel'i, the disenchanlirent with macroeconotmtric trodels in 1970s 
protq)ted a IIDJCh trore fimdammtaJ. reappraisal of quantitative m>deling as a tool of furecasting and policy analysis. 
At a tbeoreti::allevel it was argued that ecom~mtric relations invariably Jack the necessary 'rnicroroundations', in the sense that they 
cannot be consistently derived ftom the opt:imizmg behaviour of ecooomK: agents. At a prnc1i::alleve11he Cowkls Conmi'lshn approach to 
the identification and estimation of simlltaneous macroeconotmtric m>dels was questioned by Lucas and Sargent and by Simi, although ftom 
difrerentviewpoints (Lucas, 1976; Looas and Sargent, 1981; Sims, 1980). There was a1so a tnove away ftomrmcroeconotretric tnodeJs 
am towards microeconom:tric research wid!. greater etqlhasis on rmtching of econo~mtrics with indivdual decisions. 
It also becam: increasingly clear that Tinbergen's paradigm where economi: relations were taken as given and provkied by 'ecommi: 
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theorist' was not adequate. It was rarely the case that economic tbe01y could be relied on tor a full specificathn of the ecoiliJIDrtrK: DJJdel 
(Leruoor, 1978). The emphasis gradually shifted from estimation and infurence based on a given tightly paratreterized specificathn to 
diagnost:K: testing, specification searches, Imdel uncertainty, DJJdel validathn, p~ variafuns, s1ructural breaks, am semipara.tretri:: 
am oonpa.ra.m=tri; estimation The choice of approach often governed by the purpose of the investigathn, the nature of the ecooomic 
applicafun, data availability, cotq>uting am software technology. 
What fullows i;; a tm:f overview of som= of the important devebpmmts. Given space limitations there are inevitably signifk:ant gaps. 
These ioolude the important contributions ofGranger (1969), Simi (1972) and Engle, Hendry and !Whard (1983) on di1lerent concepts of 
'causality' and 'exogeneity', the literature on di<lequilibrimn tmdeJs (Quamt., 1982; Maddala, 1983; 1986), random coefficienttmdeJs 
(Swamy, 1970; Hsiao and Pesaran, 2008, 1m0bserved time series modeJs (Harvey, 1989), crnmt regression models (Cameron and Trivedi, 
1986; 1998), the weak instn.mm: problem(Stock, Wright and Yogo, 2002), small satq>le theory (Phillips, 1983; Rothenberg, 1984), 
ecooom=tri; Imdels ofauctionprK:ing (Hendricks mi Porter, 1988; Laffunt, Ossard am Vuong, 1995). 
7 Rational expectations and the Lucas critique 
Although the rafunal expectafuns hypothesi<! (REH) was advanced by Mulh in 1961, it was not until the early 1970s that it started to have a 
significant impact on tiJ:re.seri=s ecooome1ri:s and on d}'DIUili: ecooomic theory in general What brought the REH into prominence was the 
work of Lucas (1972; 1973), Sargent ( 1973 ), Sargent and W a11ace (1975) and others on the new c1assical expJanation of the apparent 
breakdown of the Phillips curve. The m:ssage of the REH fur ecooom:trics was c1ear. By postulating that ecooomic agents fOrm their 
expectations endogenously on the basi;; of the true model of the ecooomy, and a correct understanding of the processes generating 
exogenous variables of the mode~ iooJuding govellllreiit policy, the REH rai<led serous doubts about the invariance of the structural 
p~ of the mainstream JmCroecooom=tri; Imdels in the mce of changes in gove:nnneut policy. 'Ibis was highlighted in Lucas's crit:i:J.ue 
ofmacroecooome1ri: policy eva1uatim. By means of sin:Jlle examples Lucas (1976) showed that in DJJdeJs with rational expectations the 
parameters of the decision rules of economic agents, such as consmnpfun or investm=ut fimct:ions, are usually a mixture of the parameters of 
the agents' objective functions and of the stochast:K: processes they :face as historically given. Therefure, Lucas argued, there is no reason to 
believe that the 'structure' of the deci<lkln rules (or ecooomic relations) would remain invariant under a policy intervention The in:Jllication of 
the Lucas crit:i:J.ue fur economrtric research was not, however, that policy eva1uation could not be done, but rather than the tradit:Dnal 
econom:tri; Imdels and methods were not suitable fur 1:ll6 purpose. What was required was a separation of the parameters of the policy 
rule fi:om those of the economic tmdel Only wben these p~ could be Dentified separately given the knowledge of the joint 
probability distribution of the variabi:s (both policy and ron-policy variables) woukl. it be possible to carry out an econome1ri: analysis of 
ahemative policy options. 
There have been a nmnber of reactions to the advent ofthe rathnalexpectathns hypothesi<! and the Lucas crit:i:J.ue 1hat accompanied it. 
7.ll\ildel co01iltentapectations 
The least controversial reaction has been the adoption of the REH as one of several possible expectations funnatim hypotheses in an 
otrerwise conventional macroecooome1ri: DJJdel containing expectational variables. In this context the REH, by imposing the appropriate 
cross-equation pa.ra.m=tri; restri;tions, ensures that 'expectations' and 'furecasts' generated by the DJJdel are consi<rtent. In this approach the 
REH is regarded as a convenient am e:trective roothod of itqlosing cross-equation parametri; restrictions on time series econome1ri: modeJs, 
and is best viewed as the 'model-consistent' expectafuns hypothesis. There is now a sizeable literature on sohtion, identifuation, and 
estimation of linear RE DJJdels. The caoonicaltorm ofRE modek with fOrward am backward components is given by 
where y t is a vector of endogenous variables, E( · IF 1) i<l the expectathns operator, Fr the publicly available infunmtion at time t, am w1 is a 
vector of furcing variables. For exaJ11>le, log-linea.ril.OO version of dynami: general equihbrimumdels (to be discussed) can all be written as 
a special case of this equation with plenty ofrestri;tions on the coefficient manes A and B. In the typical case where Wt are serially 
mcorrelated and the soJution of the REmodel can be assmned to be unique, the RE sohrt:X>n reduces to the vector autoregresskln (V AR) 
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where <1> and G are given in t:ertDJ of the structural p~: 
The solutiJn of the RE rrodel can, therefure, be viewed as a restricted furm ofV AR popularized in econom=ri;s by Sims (1980) as a 
response in rmcroeconom=trK: rrodelling to the mmnal expectamm revolution. The nature of resri;tions is determined by the parti:ular 
dependence of A and B on a rew 'deep' or structural paraiDrt.ers. For general discussion of sohii:ion ofRE rrodels see, fur exaiil'le, Bro21:, 
Goldroux and S.zafiuz (1985) and Binder and Pesaran (1995). For studies ofXJ.entificatDn and estirmtDn of1inear RE rrodels see, fur 
example, Hansen and Sargent (1980), WaDis (1980), Wickens (1982) and Pesamn (1981; 1987b ). These studies show how the stamard 
econom=ri; m=thods can in principle be adapted to the econom=tl"K: analysis of rational expectations rrodels. 
7.2 Detecdon and modelllug olatructural t.-eak1 
Aoother reacmn to the Lucas critque bas been to treat the problem of'structural change' emphasi2£d by Lucas as one rrore potential 
econom=ri; 'problem'. Clemmts and Hemry (1998; 1999) provide a taxonomy of factors behind structural breaks and fOrecast firilmes. 
Stock and Watson (1996) provide extensive evidence of structural break in rmcroeconomic tim: sen,s. It is argued that structural change 
can result from nmny factors and reed not be associated solely with intended or expected changes in policy. The econom=tl"K: lesson has 
been to pay attention to possible breaks in economic relations. There now exists a large body of work on testing fur structural change, 
detection ofbreaks (singk: as wen as mull:iple ), and rrodelling ofbreak: processes by m=am of piece-wise 1irear or non-linear dynamic 
rrodels (Chow, 1960; Brown, Durbin and Evans, 1975; Nybhm, 1989; Andrews, 1993; Amrews and Phberger, 1994; Baiand Perron, 
1998; Pesaran and TiinnJmmnn, 2005b; 2007. See Ilk> the surveys by Stock, 1994; Cleim:nts and Hendry, 2006). The il:q)licatDm of 
breaks fur short-term and kmg-term fOrecasting have also begun to be addressed (McCulloch, and Tsay, 1993; Koop atXi Potter, 2004a; 
2004b; Pesaran, Petterru22D and Tirnlrenmnn, 2006). 
8 V AR macroeconometrics 
8.1 Uarettricted V ARs 
The Lucas critique ofrminstreamrmcroecooom:ri; rrodelling also led som= econom=tl"K:ians, notably Sims (1980; 1982), to doubt the 
vai.tity of the Cowes Conunission stykl of achi.wing ident:i&amn in econotretrK: rrodels. Sims fucused hiJ critique on rmcroeconom=tl"K: 
m>dels with a vector autoregressive (V AR) speci&atDn, which was relatively simple to estirrate; and its use soon becam: prevalent in 
tmcroeconom=ri; a.nalysioi. The W=w that economic theory cannot be relied on to yiekl XlentificatDn of structural m>deJs was not new and 
had been emphasi2£d in the past, fur example, by Liu (1960). Sims took~ W=wpoinl a step further and argued 1hat in preserK:e ofmmnal 
expectatDns a priori knowledge of lag lengths is inilispensable fur identifJ;;atDn, even when we have distinct strK:tly exogenous variables 
shifting supply and detmtxi schedules (Sims, 1980, p. 7). While it is troo that the REH complicates the necessary conditions fur the 
identifi::amn of structural rrodels, the basic issue in the debate over identifJ;;atDn still. centres on the validity of the classical dichotomy 
between exogenous and endogenous varilbles (Pesaran, 1981 ). In the context of closed-economy tmeroeconom=tl"K: m>dels where an 
variables are treated as endogenous, other funm ofidentifi::amn of the structure will be required. lnitiaily, Sims suggested a recursive 
identili:atDn approach where the matrix of conteiqJoraneous effi:cts was assl.IIII:d to be lower (upper) triangular and the structural shocks 
orthogonal Other non-recursive identificatDn schem=s soon fulk>wed. 
8.2 Structural VARs 
One prominent example was the XlentificatDn schetre devek>ped in Blm:hard and Quah (1989), who distinguished between p~nt and 
tramitory shocks and att.eliJlted to identifY the structuraltmdels through long-run resri;tions. For exaiil'le, Blanchard and Quah argued that 
the e:ffuct of a detmnd shock on real output shouki be temporary (that is, it shoukl have a 21:00 hng-runirq:lact), while a supply shock shouki 
have a penmnent effi:ct 'Ill6 approach is known as 's1ructural V AR' (SV AR) atXi has been used extensively in the literature. It continues to 
assmne that structural shocks are orthogonal, but uses a mixture of short-run and long-run restrictDm to identifY the structural nndel In their 
work Blanchard and Quah considered a bivariate V AR rrodel in real output and unernphymmt. They assumxi real output to be integrated 
of order 1, or 1(1), and W=wed UJlell1'D}'Il1ellt as anJ(O), or a stationary variable. 'Ihi<l allowed them to associate the shock to one ofthe 
equations as penmnent, and the shock to the other equatDn as transitory. In m>re general settings, such as the one analysed by Ga1i (1992) 
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and Wickens and MoUD (2001 ), where there are m endogeoous variables and r hng-nm or coinregrating relations, 1he SV AR approach 
provX!es m( m- r) restrictions wbk:h are not sufficient to fully identifY the lllOde~ unless m ~ 2 and r ~ 1 which is the simple bivariate lllOdel 
considered by Blaocbard and Quah (Pagan and Pesaran, 2007). In IDJst applications additions! short-term restrictions are required. More 
recently, attempts have also been mide to identifY structural shocks by means of qualilative restrictions, such as sign restrictions. Notable 
examples include Canova and de Nicoh (2002), Uhlig (2005) and Peersman (2005). 
The rocus of1he SV AR literature has been on ilqrulse response anslysil and rorecast error variance decoiqlosition, widJ.1he aim of 
estimating 1he time profile of the etrects of lllOnetary policy, oil price or technohgy shocks on output and intlation, and deriving 1he relative 
irqlortance of1hese shocks as possible esplanations ofrorecast error variances at dilfureut hori21Jns. Typically such ans1ysil is carried out 
widJ. respect to a single =del specilication, and at lllOst only parameter UDCertainty is taken into account (Kilian, 1998). More recently 1he 
problem of IDJdel uncertainty and its irqllications ror irqlulse response analysil and rorecasting have been recogniled. Bayesian and classical 
approaches to lllOdel and param:ter uncertainty have been considered. lnitially, Bsyesian V AR lllOdek were devehped ror use in rorecasting 
as an etrective shrinkage procedure in 1he case ofhigh-dimensionsl V AR IDJdek (Doan, Littermm and Sims, 1984; Littenmn, 1985). The 
problem of IDJdel uncertainty in coinregrating V ARs has been addressed in Garratt et al (2003b; 2006), and Strachan and van Djjk (2006). 
8.3 Structural cointegrating V ARs 
'fbi<; approach provX!es the SV AR widJ.1he decOiqlosition of shocks into permanent and transitory and gives economic couteut to the hng-
nm or coinregrating relations that wxlerlie the transitory components. In 1he simple example ofBlaocbard and Quah 1:hil task il trivially 
achieved by asswning real output to be I( I) and 1he unemphymeut mte to be an I(O) variable. To have shocks widJ. permanent etrects smre 
of1he variables in 1he V AR must be non-stationary. This provX!es a mturallink between 1he SV AR and 1he unit root and coinregration 
literature. Identilication of the com grating relations can be achieved by recourse to economic theory, solvency or arbitrage conditions 
(Garratt et al, 2003a). Aka there are often hng-nm over-identizyiog restrictions that can be tested. Once ideutilied and empirically validated, 
1he hng-nm relations can be enbodied widJ.in a V AR structure, and 1he resultant structural vector error correction lllOdel identified using 
1heory-based short-nm restrictions. The structural shocks can be decoJitlosed into permanent and tempomry COiqlOnents using eilher 1he 
111litivariate version of1he Beveridge and Nelson (1981) decompositions, or 1he ore IDJre recently proposed by Garratt, Robertson and 
Wright (2006). 
Two or lllOre variables are said to be coinregrated if1hey are individually inregrated (or have a mndom walk component), but there exilts 
a linear combination of1hem which is stationary. The concept of coinregration was first introduced by Granger (1986) and lllOre ronually 
devehped in Fngle and Granger (1987). Rigorous statiltical treatments rollowed in 1he papers by Johansen (1988; 1991) and Phillips 
(1991 ). Many fin1her developments and extensions have taken place widJ. reviews provX!ed in Johansen (1995), Juselius (2006) and Garratt 
et al (2006). The related unit root literature il reviewed by Stock (1994) and Phillips and Xiao (1998). 
8.4 Macroeconometric models with microeconomic foundati01111 
For policy anslysil macroeconometric modek need to be based on decilions by individnsl households, firms and go~emments. 'fbi<; is a 
daunting wxlertaking and can be achieved only by gross simplification of the complex economic interconoections that exists across millions of 
decision-mskers worldwide. The dyoaroic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) IDJdeDing approach atteiqlts to irqllement this task by 
rocusing on optirnsl decilions of a rew representative agents operating widJ. mtionsl espectstions wxler complete learning lnitially, DSGE 
lllOdels were small and assumed complete nmkets widJ. instaotaneous price adjustments, and as a resuh did not fit the macroeconomic time 
series (Kim and Pagan, 1995). More recently, Smets and Wouters (2003) have shown that DSGE lllOdels widJ. stickY prices and wages 
along the lines devehped by Chriltiano, Eichenba1D11 and Evans (2005) are sufficiently rich to match lllOst of1he statiltical filatures of1he 
main macroeconomic time series. Moreover, by applying Bsyesian estimation techoiques, 1hese autllors have shown that even relatively large 
lllOdels can be estimated as a system Bayesian DSGE lllOdels have also shown to perrorm reasombly wen in rorecasting as COiqlared widJ. 
standard and Bayesian vector autoregressions. It il also possible to incmpomte hng-nm coinregrating relations widJ.in Bsyesian DSGE 
lllOdels. The problems of param:ter and lllOdel uncertainty can also be readily accommodated using data-coherent DSGE IDJdek. Other 
extensions of1he DSGE lllOdek to alhw ror learning, regime switches, time variations in shock variances, asset prices, and muJti.country 
interactions are likely to enhance 1heir policy relevance (Del Negro and Schor1heide, 2004; DelNegro et al, 2005; An and Schor1heide, 
2007; Pesaran and Smith, 2006). Flll1her progress will also be welcome in 1he area of macroeconomic policy analysis wxler lllOde! 
uncertsinty, and robust policymsking (Brock and DurlauJ; 2006; Hansen and Sargent, 2007). 
9 Model and forecast evaluation 
While in 1he 1950s and 1960s research in econometrics was primarily concerned widJ. the ideutilication and estimation of econometric 
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tiDdels, the dissatmmcti>n with ecOII()llJ;:trics during the 1970s caused a shift of fucus from problerm of estirmti>n to those of :rmdel 
evaluation and testing. 'I1rl9 shift bas been part of a concerted eflbrt to restore confidence in econorootrics, and bas received attention :from 
Bayesian as wen as clasU:al viewpoints. Both these views reject the 'axiom of correct specificati>n' whi:h lies at the bllSB of :rmst traclit:Dnal 
econommic practices, but they difier mukedly as how best to proceed. 
It is generally agreed, by Bayesians as wen as by non-Bayesians, that :rmdel evaluation involves considerations o1her than the examination 
of the statistical properti:s of the Imdels, and personaljudgemmts inevitably enter the evaluation process. Models DDJSt ~t multiple criteria 
which are often in conflict 100y shouki be relevant in the sense that they ought to be capable of answering the questions fur whi:h they are 
constructed. 100y shouki be consBtent with the accounting am/or 1heoret:ical structure within whi:h they operate. Finally, they shouki 
provXle adequate representations of the aspects of reality with whi:h they are concerned. T'l:x=se criteria and their interaction are discussed in 
Pesaran and Smith (1985b ). More detailed breakdowns of the criteria of tiDdel evaluation can be round in Hermy and Richard (1982) and 
McAleer, Pagan, and Volker (1985). Inecono~trics it is, however, the critemn of'adequacy' whi:h is emphasized, often at the expense of 
relevance and constitency. 
The issue of tmdel adequacy in mainstream econotretri:s is approached either as a Imdel selecti>n problem or as a problem in statmtical 
inference whereby the hypothesis of interest is tested against general or specific ahematives. 'I1x= use of absoh.Jte criteria such as treasures of 
fitlparsi:tmny or furmal Bayesian analysis based on posteti>r odds are notable examples of Imdel selection procedures, while lik:eJiOOod 
ratio, Wald and Lagrange mllt:ipJier tests of nested hypotheses and Cox's centred log-likelihood ratio tests of non-nested hypotheses are 
examples of the latter approach. The distincti>n between these two general approaclx:s basicaDy stems :from the way ahemative :rmdels are 
treated. In the case of nndel selecti>n (or :rmdel discrimination) an the nndels under consideration enjoy the srure statm and the investigator 
is not committed a priori to any one of the ahematives. 'I1x= aim is to choose the :rmdel which is likely to perfurm best with respect to a 
p!ll"Wular loss function By contrast, in the hypothesis-testing ftarnework the nun hypothesis (or the maintained :rmdel) is treated diffurently 
:from the remrining hypotheses (or Imdels). One ilq)ortant reature of the :rmdel-selection strategy is that its application always leads to one 
tiDdel being chosen in prererence to other Imdels. But, in 1he case ofhypothesis testing, rejection of an the ~mdels under considerati>n is not 
ruled out when the tmdels are non-nested. A tmre detailed discussionofthis point is given inPesaranand Deaton (1978). 
Broadly speaking, classical approaches to the problem of ~mdel adequacy can be classified depending on how specific the ahemative 
hypotheses are. These are the general specification tests, the diagnostic tests, and the non-nested tests. 'I1x= first of these, pioneered by 
Dmbin (1954) and introduced in econotretri:s by Ra.tmey (1969), Wu (1973 ), Hausmm ( 1978), and subsequently developed fin1her by 
White (1981; 1982) and Hansen (1982), are designed fur circm:mtances where the nature ofthe ahemative hypothesis is kept (so~s 
intenti>nally) rather vague, the purpose being to test the nun against a broad class of alternatives. (The pioneering contribution ofDurbin, 
1954, in this area has been docummted by Nakamura and Nakamura, 1981.) lqlorta.nt exa.I11'les of general specifuation tests are 
Rat:mey's regression specificati>n error test (RESE'I) fur omitted variables am/or misspecified functional furms, and the Durbin-Hausman-
Wu test of misspecification in the context of rmasureiDmt error :rmdefi and/or sinmhaneous equation tmdels. Such general specification tests 
are plll"Wularly useful in the preJiminary stages of the IIDdelJing exercise. 
In the case of diagnostic tests, the trodel under considerati>n (~ as the nun hypothesis) is tested against IIDre specific ahematives by 
eni>edding it within a general:rmdel Diagnostic tests can then be constructed using the lik:eJiOOod rati>, W aid or Lagrange DJJJtipJier (IM) 
prD:~les to test fur p~tric restricti>ns ilq)osed on the general~mdel The applicati>n of the LM princ~le to econotmtric problems is 
reviewed in the papers byBreuschandPagan(1980), Godfrey and W~kens (1982), and Engle (1984). Anexcellent~wisproviied in 
Godfrey (1988). F.JwqJles of the res1ri:tions that may be of interest as cliagnostic checks ofrmdel adequacy incb.Jde zero res1ri:tions, 
pa.rarneter stability, serial correlation, heteroskedasticity, functional funns, and nonmlity of errors. The distincti>n made here between 
diagnostic tests and general specificati>n tests is nnre apparent than real In practi:e so~ diagnostic tests such as tests fur serial correlation 
can also be viewed as a general test of specifl:ation Nevertheless, the distinction helps to fucus attent:Dn on the purpose behind the tests and 
the direction along which high power is sought. 
The need fur non-nested tests arises when the :rmde6 under consideration belong to separate p~tric :fiunilies in the sense that no 
single trodel can be obtained :from the others by ~ans of a suitable limiting process. This situation, which is plll"Wularly prevalent in 
econorootric research, may arise when Imdels difier with respect to their theoreti:al underp~ and/or their auxiliary assUJllltions. Unlike 
the general specifl:ation tests and diagnostic tests, the applicatim of non-nested tests is appropriate wben specific but rival hypotheses fur the 
explanation of the srure economi: plx:no~n have been advanced. Although non-nested tests can also be used as general specification 
tests, they are designed primarily to have high power against specific Imdels that are seriously entertained in the literature. Building on the 
pioneering w01k of Cox (1961; 1962), a lllliiDer ofStx:h tests fur single equation ~mdels and systeim ofsinmhaneous equations have been 
proposed (Pesaran and Weeks, 2001 ). 
The use of statmtical tests in econotmtrics, however, is not a stra.igbtfurward matter and in Imst applications does not admit of a clear-cut 
interpretation This is especially so in circumitances where test statistics are used not only fur clx:cking the adequacy of a given :rmdel but 
also as guiles to :rmdel construction Such a process of~mdel construction involves specification searches of the type etqlbasi'llld by 
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l.ea.IIE" (1978) aid presents insunmuntable pre-test problems which in general tend to produce econom:tri;; IIDdels whose 'adequacy' i'! 
IIDre apparent than real As a result, in evaluating ecooom:tri;; roodels less reliaooe shouki be p1aced on tlx>se indi::es of roodel adequacy 
that are used as guides to tmdel construction, and tmre ell1'hasis shouki be given to the perfurmance of IIDdels over other data-sets and 
a~t rival tmdels. 
A closer link between roodel evaluation and the underlying decision problem is ak> meded. Granger and Pesaran (2000a; 2000b) 
di'!cuss 1:lm problem in the context of:lbrecast eva1uation. A recent survey offurecast evaluation literature can be fut.md in West (2006). 
Pesaran and Skouras (2002) provite a re~ from a decision-theoretk perspective. 
The subjective Bayesian approach to the treat:mmt of several tmdels begins by assigning a pmr probability to each m>de~ with the pmr 
probabilities SlDlliiling to 1. Since each IIDdel i'! already enlowed with a prDr probability dtitribution fur its para.tnrters and fur the 
probability distribution of observabJe data conditional on its pat"8lmters, there is then a cotq>Jete probability distributi:m over the space of 
tmdels, p~ters, aid observable data. (No part:i;ular problems arise fromoon-nesting oftmdels in this ~wm:k.) 'fbio; probability 
space can then be augrm:nted with the dtitribution of an object or vector of objects of interest For exaiiWle, in a macroeconoiili; poli;y 
setting the tmdels couki include V ARs, DSGEs and traditiona11arge-sca1e macroeconoiili; roodels, and the vector of interest migbt include 
future oulput growth, interest rates, inflation and tmemploym:nl. wmse distribution is impli:d by each of the m>dels consnered ln:J!licit in 
this futml1ation is the conditional distribution of the vector of interest coOOitional on the observed data. Techni:ally, 1:lm requires the 
integration (or marginalilation) of pat"8lmters in each roodel as well as the tmdels thern;elves. As a prac1Ul matter this usually proceeds by 
first cotq>Uting the probability of each roodel conditimal on the data, and then using these probabilities as weights in averaging the posteri:Jr 
distribution of the vector of interest in each tmdel It is not necessary to choose one parthJlar IIDde~ and indeed to do so wouki be 
subopt:irml. The ability to actually carry out 1:lm simullaneous consileration of multiple IIDdels has been enhanced greatly by recent 
developtreDts in simulation methods, surveyed in Section 16 bebw; recent texts by Koop (2003), Lancaster (2004) and Geweke (2005) 
provide teclmical details. Geweke and Whiteman (2006) specifically outline these methods in the context of ecoooiili; furecasting. 
10 Microeconometrics: an overview 
Partly as a response to the dissatisfilction with macroecooom:tri;; titne-series research and partly in~ of the increasing availability of Illi;ro 
data and COliJlUI:ing fucilities, si!K:e the mil-1980s signi&ant advances have been made in the analysis of micro data. hnportant micro data-
sets have becorre availabJe on homehokls and :finns especially in the United States in such areas as housing. transportation, labour markets 
and energy. These data sets im:lude various 1ongitudioal surveys (fur exampJe, University ofMichigan Panel Study oflncom: Dynamics, and 
Ohio State National Longitudinal Study Surveys), cross-sectional surveys offiunily expenditures, population and labour furce surveys. This 
increasing availability of micro-data, whikl opening up new possibilities fur analysis, has also ra.iled a omner of new and interesting 
ecooom:tri;; ilsues primarily originating from the nature of the data. The errors ofrrea.suretneDt are Jikelyto be i~IJ!ortant in the case ofsom: 
micro data-sets. The problem of the heterogeneity of econoiili; agents at the Illi;ro level cannot be assumed away as readily as 6 usually 
done in the case of macro data by appealing to the ilea of a 'representative' firm or a 'representative' housemld. 
The nature of micro data, often being qualitative or limited to a particular range of variations, has also called fur new econorretri;; tmdels 
and tecbni.1.ues. Exatqlles include categoooal survey responses ('up', 'sarre' or 'down'), and censored or truooated observations. The 
tmdels and issues consnered in the Illi;roeconom:tri;; Jit.:erature are wide ranging and irK: Jude fixed and random e:frect panel data tmdels (fur 
exampJe, Mundlak:, 1961; 1978), bgit and pro bit tmdels and their m.Jlt:inomina.l extensnns, dilcrete choi:e or quantal response tmdeti 
(Manski and McFadden, 1981 ), continuous titne duration IIDdels (Heckman am Singer, 1984), and Illi;roecooom:tri;; tmdels of coUlll: data 
(Hausman, Hall and Grili:bes, 1984; Carreron aid Trivedj, 1986). 
The fixed or random effect IIDdels provite the basic statisti:al framework aid will be di'!Cltised in nme detailed below. Discrete choice 
tmdels are based on an expli:it characteri2ation of the cmice process and arise when indivilual decision tmk:ers are meed with a finite 
omner of a1tematives to choose from ExampJes of discrete choi:e tmdels im:lude transportation m>de choi:e (Dorrenich and McFadden, 
1975), labour furce participation (Heckman and Willis, 1977), occupation choi:e (Boskin, 197 4 ), job or firm location (Duncan 1980), am 
tmdels with neighbourhood e:ffucts (Brock and Durlaut; 2002). Limited dependent variables tmdeti are conm:mly encolllltered in the 
ana)ysi'! of survey data and are usually categorired into truooated regressi:m roodels and censored regressnn DDdeti. If all observations on 
the dependent as well as on the exogenous variables are lost when the depenlent variable fl1Iti outsne a specified range, the IIDdel is called 
tnmcated, and, if only observations on the depenlent variable are lost, it 6 called censored. The Jit.:erature on censored and truooated 
regressnn roodels is vast and overlaps with developtreDts in other disciplines, parti:ularly in bnm:tri;;s and engineering. Madda1a (1983, ch 
6) provides a survey. 
The censored regresmn IIDdel was first introduced into ecoooiili;s by Tobin {1958) in his pnneering study ofhousemld expenditure on 
durabJe goods, where he explicitly allowed fur the fuct that the depenlent variabJe, narrely, the expenditure on durabJes, canoot be negative. 
The roodel suggested by Tobin and its various genera.Jrz.ations are known in econoiili;s as Tobit tmdels aid are surveyed in detail by 
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.Ammiya (1984 ), and m>re recently in Ca.m:ron and Trivedi (2005, ch 14 ). Continuous tim: duratX>n m>dels, also known as survival 
m>dels, have been used in analysis of unetlllloyrrent duration, 1he period of tim: spent between jobs, durability of marriage, and so on 
Appl£afun of survival tmdels to analyse economic data raises a number of important issues resulting primarily from the non-controlled 
experirrentalnature of economic observafuns,limited Sat11'le sizes (that is, 1:irre periods), and the heterogeneous mture ofthe economi:: 
enviromumt within whi:h agents operate. These issues are dearly mt confined to durafun m>dels and are also present in 1he case of other 
mi::ro~tri: investigatX>ns that are based on tim: ~s or cross-sectX>n or panel data. 
Partly in response to the unc~s inherent in econorootri: results based on mn-experimental data, there has also been a significant 
m>ve towards social experimmtafun, and experimental economi::s in general. A social experitrent aim! at isolating the effucts of a policy 
change (or a treatment effuct) by COII\)aring 1he consequences of an exogenous varia fun in 1he economic environm:rt of a set of 
experimmtal subjects known as the 'treatment' group with tmse of a 'conlrol' group that have not been subject to the change. The basic 
idea goes back to the early work ofR.A. Fisher ( 1928) on randomized trials, and has been applied extensively in agricultural and bim:rlm:al 
research The case fur social experimentafun in economi::s is discussed in Burtless (1995). Hausman and Wise (1985) and Heckman and 
Smith (1995) conmer a number of actual social experiments carried out in the United States, and discuss their scope and limitafuns. 
Experimental economics ~s to avoid so~ of the limitafuns ofwotking with observafuns obtained from mtural or social experiments by 
using data from :laboratory experiments to test economic theories by fixing so~ of the mctors and identifYing 1he etrects of other filctors in a 
way that allows ceteris paribus comparisons. A wide range of topics and issues are covered in 1:lm literature, such as individual cooice 
behamur, bargaining, provision of public goods, theories ofleaming, aucfunmarkets, and behamural finance. A comprehensive re~ of 
tmjor areas of experimental research in economi::s is proWled in Kagel and Roth (1995). 
These developmmts have posed new problem; and challenges in the areas of experimmtal design, statistical m:thods and policy analysis. 
Another irqlortant aspect of recent devebpmmts in mi::roecono~ literature reJates to the use of microanalytic simuJafun tmdels fur 
policy analysis and evaluafun to refurm packages in areas such as heahh care, taxation, socill security system!, and transportafun networks. 
Ca.m:ron and Trivedi (2005) ~ 1he recent developiii:Ilts in m:thods and applicatX>n ofmicroeconom:tri:s. Som: of these topics will be 
discussed in tmre detail below. 
11 Econometrics of panel data 
Panel data IIDdels are used in many areas of ecooorootri:s, aldxlugh initially they were developed primarily fur the analysis of micro 
behavi>ur, and fucused on panels furnm from cross-secfun ofN indivilual housemlds or finns surveyed fur T successive 1:irre periods. 
These types of panels are often rerereed to as 'micropanels'. In socill and behamural scien:es they are also known as longitudinal data or 
panels. The literature on micro-panels typically takes N to be quite large (in :huOOreds) and T rather stna11, often less than ten But tmre 
recently, with the ~reasing availability of financial and macroeconomi:: data, analyses of panels where both Nand Tare relatively large have 
also been considered. F.xarqlles of such data-sets irx:hxle time ~s of corq>any data from Datastream, cmmlry data from Int.emafunal 
Finatx:ill Statistics or the Perm World Table, and county and state data from nafunal statistical offices. There are also pseudo panels of fum; 
and consum:rs COiq>osed of repeated cross secfuns that cover cross-secfun tmits that are not necessarily identical but are observed over 
relatively long 1:irre periods. S~e the available cross-section observations do mt (necessarily) relate to the sam: individual unit, som: furm 
of grouping of the cross-secfun units is needed. Once the grouping criteria are set, the estimafun can proceed using fixed etrects estimafun 
applied to group averages if the IllliiDer of observafuns per group is sufficiently large; otherwise possible measurernmt errors of the group 
averages also need to be taken into account. Deaton (1985) pioneered the econom:tri: analysis of pseudo panels. Verbeek (2008) proviles 
a recent review. 
Use of panels can enhance the power of enyirical analysis and allows estimafun of parameters that might not have been identified using 
the time or the cross-secfun ditmnsions abne. These benefits com: at a cost In the case of linear panel data m>dels with a soort time span 
the increased power is usually ac~ved under assumpfuns of panuneter hoiiDgeneity and error cross-secfun independence. Short panels 
with autocorrelated disturbances also pose a new identi&a.fun problem, namely, row to dBtinguished between dynamics and state 
dependence (Arellano, 2003, ch 5). In panels with fixed etrects the hom>geneity assumptim is relaxed somewhat by allowing the intercepts 
in the panel regressions to vary freely over the cross-section tmits, but continues to rmintain the error cross-secfun independence 
asSlJillltion The random coefficient specification ofSwamy (1970) ~ relaxes the slope hotmgeneity asSUJllltion, and represents an 
irqlortant generalilafun of the random effucts tmdel (Hsiao and Pesaran, 2007). In mi::ro-panels where Tis Stmll cross-section dependence 
can be deaJt with if it can be attributed to spatial (economic or geographi:) etrects. Anselin (1988) and Anselin, Le Gallo and Jayet (2007) 
provile surveys of the literature on spatial econorootri:s. A Ill.IIIIber of studies have also used m:asmes such as 1rade or capital tlows to 
capture economic distance, as in Conley and Topa (2002), Conley and Dupor (2003), and Pesaran, Schuenmnn and Weiner (2004). 
Allowing fur dynamics in panels with fixed efrects also presents additional difficuh£s; fur exaJlllle, the standard within-group estimator wiD. 
be ~nsistent l.Dlless T -+ oo (Nickell, 1981 ). In linear dynamic panels the incidental parameter problem (the unobserved heterogeneity) can 
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be resolved by first difR:renciog the IIDdel and then estiimtiog the resultant first- difrerenced specifk:at:Dn by ins1:n.IIn:ntal variables or by the 
tretbod oftransfulltl"ld Jikelihood (Anderson and Hsiao, 1981; 1982; Hohz-Eakin, Newey atd Rosen, 1988; Arellano and Bond, 1991; 
Hsiao, Pesaran atd TahmiscDgh.J, 2002). A similar procedure can also be fulk>wed in the case of sh>rt T panel V ARs (Binder, Hsiao atd 
Pesaran, 2005). But other approaches are needed fur nonlinear panel data IIDdels. See, fur exarnpJe, Honore and K yria.zidou (2000) and 
review of the literature on nonlinear panels in Arellano atd Honore (200 1 ). Relaxing the assumpt:Dn of slope hoiiDgeneity in dynami: panels 
is also probJematic, and negJectiog to take account of slope heterogeneity will Jead to D:omirtent estimators. In the presence of sbpe 
heterogeneity Pesaran and Smith (1995) show that the within-group estirmtor retmim inconsistent even ifboth Nand r -+ oo • A Bayesian 
approach to estirmt:Dn of mi:ro dynami: panels with random slope coefl:icimts fi proposed in Hsiao, Pesaran atd TahmiscDghi (1999). 
To deal with general dynami: speci&at:Dns, possible slope heterogeneity and error cross-sect:Dn dependence, large T and N panels are 
required. In the case of such large panels it is possible to alk>w fur ri::her dynami:s and panuneter heterogeneity. Cross-section dependence 
of errors can also be deah with using residual coDliDJn mctor structures. These extensions are particularly reJevant to the analysfi of 
purchasing power parity hypothesis (O'CormeD, 1998; InDs et al, 2005; Pedroni, 2001; Smith et al, 2004), output convergence (Durlaut; 
Johnson and Temp1e, 2005; Pesaran, 2007b ), the FBI efrect (W esterh.md, 2005), house pri::e convergence (Holly, Pesaran and 
YaJIBgata, 2006), regioml migrat:Dn (Facbin, 2006), and uncovered interest parity (Moon and Perron, 2007). The econotretric tretbods 
developed fur large panels bas to take into account the relat:Dnship between the increasing lllliiDer of time periods and cross-sect:Dn units 
(Phillips and Moon, 1999). The relative expansion rates of N and T co till have important consequences fur the as)'lq)totic and stmll sampJe 
properties of the panel estimators and tests. 'Ibti is because fixed T estirmtion bias teiXi to rmgnify with increases in the cross-section 
dilmnsion, and it is irq>ortant that any bias in the T dilmnsion fi corrected in such a way that its overall irq>act disappears as both Nand 
T -+ oo , jointly. 
The first generation panel unit root tests proposed, fur example, by Levin, Lin and Chu (2002) and 1m, Pesaran and Shin (2003) alk>wed 
fur panuneter heterogeneity but assumed errors were cross-sect:Dnally independent. More recently, panel unit root tests that alk>w fur error 
cross-sect:Dn dependence have been proposed by Bai and N g (2004), Moon and Perron (2004) and Pesaran (2007a). As compared with 
panel unit root tests, the analysis of cointegrat:Dn in panels is still at an early stage of its devehptrent. So fur the fucus of the panel 
cointegrat:Dn literature bas been on residual-based approaches, aJthougb. there has been a lllliiDer ofa1:tetq>ts at the devehptrent of system 
approaches as well (Pedroni, 2004). But once cointegrat:Dn is established the bng-run panuneters can be estimated efficiently using 
techniques similar to the ones proposed in the case of single time-series models. These estimat:Dn techniques can a1so be modified to alk>w 
fur error cross-section dependence (Pesaran, 2007a). Surveys of the panel unit root and cointegrat:Dn literature are provided by Banerjee 
(1999), Ballagi and Kao (2000), Choi (2006) and Breitung and Pesaran (2008). 
The nB:ro and macro panel literature is vast and growing. For the analysis of mmy econom£ probJemi, further progress is needed in the 
analysis of nonlinear panels, testing and modelling of error cross-section dependence, dynami:s, and neglected heterogeneity. For general 
reviews of panel data econotre1I"K:s, see Arellam (2003), Ba11agi (2005), Hsiao (2003) and Wooklriige (2002). 
12 Nonparametric and semiparametric estimation 
Much empiOOal research is concerned with estiimting conditional trean, tredian, or hazard functions. For exampJe, a wage equat:Dn gives the 
mean, tredia.n or, possibly, sotre other quantiJe of wages of empbyed individuals condii:Dnal on characteristics such as years of work 
experimce and education. A hedoni: pri::e furx:tion gives the trean pri::e of a good conditioml on its characteristics. The function of interest 
is rarely known a priori and llllSt be estimated from data on the reJevant variabJes. For e.xmq>Je, a wage equat:Dn is estirmted from data on 
the wages, experience, education and, possibly, other characteristics of individuals. Ecommic theory rarely gives useful guidaD:e on the furm 
(or shape) of a condii:Dnalrnean, tredim, or hazard function. Consequently, the furm of the fuootion must either be assum.'ld or inferred 
through the estimation procedure. 
The most frequently used estirmt:Dn tretbods as!ll.llre that the function of interest is known up to a set of constant panuneters that can be 
estimated from data. Models in whi::h the only unkmwn. quantities are a finite set of constant panuneters are ca&d 'pararnetri::'. A linear 
model that ~ estiimted by ordinary :least squares is a familiar and frequently used exaill'le of a panunetric IIDdel Indeed, linear models and 
ordinary least squares have been the workhorses of applied econotretrics since its inception. It fi not difficuh to see why. Linear models and 
ordinary :least squares are easy to work with bo1h a.na.1ytaly and COJr4>utationally, and the estirmt:Dn results are easy to interpret Other 
exampJes of widely used pararnetri:: models are binary hgit and pro bit IIDdels if the dependent variabJe is binary (fur exaJll>le, an irili:ator 
of wOOther an individual is etq)loyed or whether a con:mrter uses automobile or public transit fur a 1rip to work) and the WeibuD. lmard 
model if the dependent variabJe is a duration (fur exaill'le, the duration of a spell of etq)hytrent or unemploytrent). 
Ahhougb. panunetric IIDdels are easy to work with, they are rarely justified by theoretical or other a priori considerat:Dns and often fit the 
availabJe data badly. Horowitz (200 1 ), Horowitz and Savin (200 1 ), Horowitz and Lee (2002), and Pagan and U1lah (1999) provide 
exampJes. The exaill'les also smw that conch.Jsions drawn from a convenient but incorrectly specified IIDdel can be very ~ading. Of 
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course, applied econom:tri;ians are aware of the problem of specification error. Many invesfjgators attempt to deal with it by carrying out a 
specification search in wooh several c:liflerent trode1s are estirmted atXi conclusions are based on the ore that appears to fit tbe data best 
Specification searches may be unavomble in sotm app&:ations, but they have many lDiesirable prop~s. There is no guarantee that a 
specification search will incble the correct trodel or a good approxirmtion to it. If the search incbles the correct mode~ there 6 no 
guarantee that it will be selected by the investigator's trodel selection criteria. Moreover, the search process invalidates the statistK:al theory 
on whi:h infi:rence is based. 
Given t:hi9 situation, it is reasonable to ask whether conditional trean atXi other functions of interest in appbtions can be estilmted 
nonp8.1'8.lm1rUIIy, that 6, without making a priori assl.mlptions about 1heir :fi.mctional furms. The answer is clearly 'yes' in a trodel wh>se 
explanatory varilbles are all dmcrete. If the explanatory variables are &crete, then each set of values of these variables defines a data cell. 
Ore can estimate the conditional tooan of the depetdent varilble by averaging its values within each cell. Similarly, one can estimate tbe 
conWtional tmdian cen by cell. 
If the explanatory variables are contirruous, they cannot be grouped into ce&. Nonetheless, it is possible to estirmte conditional trean atXi 
~ functions that satisfY mild stmotlmess conditi>ns without tmkiog a priori assumptions about their shapes. Teclmiques fur doing t:hi9 
have been developed Iminly in statistK:s, beginning wil:h N adaraya's (1964) and Watson's (1964) nonpararnmi: estilmtor of a conditional 
trean fimction The N adaraya--Watson estirmtor, wlOOh is a1so ca&d a kernel estirmtor, is a weighted average of the observed values of the 
dependent variable. More specifically, suppose that the dependent variable is Y, tbe expJanatory variable is X, and the data consist of 
observations { Yi> Xi: i = 1, .. . , n} . Tixm the Nadaraya-Watsonestirmtor of the trean ofYat x =x is a weighted average ofthe Y;'s. Y;'s 
corresponding to ~·s that are cbse to x get n:me weight than do Y;'s corresponding to X;'s that are :tar fromx. The statistK:al properties of 
the N adaraya-Watson estilmtor have been extensively investigated fur both cross-sectional and tim:-series data, atXi the estimator has been 
widely used in app&:ations. For exm:q>le, BJundeD, Browning and Crawfurd (2003) used kernel estirnates ofEngel curves in an invesfjgation 
of the consmency ofhousehokl-level data and revealed prefurence theory. Hausman atXi Newey (1995) used kernel estilmtes of dematxi 
functions to estimate the equiva.Jent variation fur changes in gasoline prices and the deadweight bsses associated with increases in gasoline 
taxes. Kernel-based methods have a1so been devebped fur estirmting conditi>nal quantile atXi ha2ard functions. 
There are otber ilqlortant nonpararootri: nrthods fur estimating conditional tman functions. Local linear estimation and sems or silve 
estimation are especially useful in appbtions. Local linear estimation consilts of estirnating the tman of Y at x = x by using a furm of 
weighted least squares to fit a linear model to the data. The weights are such that observations ( Yi, Xi) furwhi:h~ il cbse to x receive 
tmre weight than do observations fur which~ il ::tar fromx. In comparilon with the N adam ya-W atson estirnator, local linear estirnation has 
ilqlortant advantages relating to bias and behavi>m near the bmmdaries of the data. These are discussed in the book by Fan and Gijbe1s 
(1996), ammg other places. 
A seoos estirnator begins by expressing tbe true conditional rooan (or quantile) function as an infinite seoos expanshn using basis functions 
such as sines and cosines, orthogonal po¥x>mials, or splines. The coef&ients of a truncated version of the series are then estimated by 
ordinary least squares. The statistK:al properties of series estimators are described by Newey (1997). Hausman atXi Newey (1995) give an 
example of their use in an economi: app&:ation 
N onpara.m:tri; mode1s and estirnates essentially eliminate the possibility of misspecification of a condil:ional ~man or quantile :fimction (that 
is, they consiltently estirmte the true fimction), but they have important diladvantages that limit their usefulness in app&d econotootrics. One 
ilqlortant problem is that tbe precision of a nonpararootri: estimator decreases rapidly as the dimmsion of the explanatory varilble X 
increases. This phenoJmnon is called the 'cmse of d.irrensionality'. It can be understood tmst easily by consXlering the case in whi:h the 
explanatory variables are all dmcrete. Suppose tOO data contain 500 observations of Y and X. Suppose, further, that X is a K-cotqlonent 
vector and that each component can take :five c:liflerent values. Tixm the values of X generate 5k ce11s. If K = 4, whi:h is not 1.DlllSU8l in 
applied econometrics, then there are 625 cells, or m>re ce& than observations. Thus, estimates oftbe conditional trean function are likely to 
be very ilqlrecise fur IIDst cells because they will contain fi:w observations. Moreover, there will be at least 125 cells that contain no data 
ruxi, consequently, fur which the conditional trean function cannot be estirmted at aD. It has been proved that the curse of diroonsiona.Jity il 
unavomble in nonp8.1'8.lml:r£ estimation As a resuh of it, iiqlracticably large samples are usually needed to obtain acceptable estimation 
precishn if X is rmlt:Xiimmsional 
Another problem is that nonp8.1'8.lml:r£ estimates can be difficult to dispJay, comDllli;ate, atXi intetpret when X i<i IIlllltidim:nsional 
N onpararootri: estirnates do not have sirqlle analytic furms. If X il one- or two-dim:nsh~ then the estilmte of the :fimction of interest can 
be displayed graphically, but only reduced-d.irrenshn projections can be displayed when X has three or nx>re COtqlonents. Many swh 
dispJays and much sk:iiJ. in interpreting tbem can be needed to fuDy convey and co~q>rehend tOO shape of an estimate. 
A further problem wil:h nonpara.m:tri; estilmtion il that it does not permit extrapolation For exa.tiJ>le, in the case of a conWtional trean 
function it does not provide pre<OOtions of the tman of Y at values ofx that are outside of tOO range of the data on X This is a serious 
drawback in policy analysil and furecasting, where it is often important to predrt what might happen uoier conditions that do not exist in the 
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available data. Finally, in mnp~tri: estimatim it can be diflbJlt to ~ose restri:tiJns suggested by economi: or o1her theory. Ma17lcin 
(1994) dScusses this tisue. 
The problems of nonpa.ratretric est:irmtiJn have led to the devehptrent of so-ca.&d semipara.rrdric tretmds that offur a compromise 
between pa.ratretric and nonpa.ratretric estimatiJn. semq,a.ratretric tretmds tmke assmnptions about functional furm that are stronger than 
th>se of a nonpa.ratretric Imdelbut less rest:ri:tive than the assumpfuns of a parammic Imde~ thereby reducing (th>ughnot eliminating) the 
possibility of specification error. Semipa.ratretri: ~thods permit greater estimation preciolion than do mnpara.rrdric ~mtbods when X io; 
tll.lltitim.m9bnal Semipararwt:ri:l estimafun resuhs are usually easier to diolplay and interpret than are nonpararwt:ri:l ones, atXi proviie 
limited capabilities fur extrapolafun. 
In ecoro~s, semipararwt:ri:l estimafun began with Manslds (1975; 1985) atXi Cosslett's (1983) work on estimating dioicrete-choice 
ramom-utility Imdels. McFadden had inlroduced IIlllltinomiallogit ramom utility tmdels. These Imdels assurm that the random CO:tqlOnents 
of the utility fum:tion are independently atXi identically dioltributed with the Type I e:xtrerm vahJe dioltribution. (The Type I extrem: vahJe 
dio;tribution and density :fimctions are defined, fur exaiqlle, in eqs (3 .1) atXi (3 .2) Madda1a, 1983, p. 60.) The resuhing choice tmdel ti 
ana]yft:ally sfutlle but has properties that are undesirable in many app&:afuns (fur exaiqlle, the well-known :independence-ot:irrelevant-
ahematives property). Moreover, estimators based on logit Imdels are inconsistent if the dioltribution of the random components of utility ti 
rot Type I extre~ vah.Je. Manski (197 5; 1985) and Cosslett (1983) proposed estimators that do not require a priori knowledge of this 
dioltribution. Powell's (1984; 1986) least absoh.Jte deviafuns estimator fur censored regressbn Imdels io; arother early co:olribution to 
econo~ research on semiparammic est:irmtion. This estimator was tmtivated by the observation that est:irmtors of (parammic) Tobit 
Imdels are inconsistent if the underlying ronnality assumpfun is incorrect Powell's estimator io; consistent under very weak dioltributional 
asSUIIJlfuns. 
Semq,ararwt:ri:l estimation has continued to be an active area of econo~ research Semipararwt:ri:l estimators have been devehped 
fur a wile ~of additive, index, partially linear, am hazard Imdels, aimng others. These estimators all reduce the etrective dim::osion of 
the estimatim problem atXi overco~m the curse of dimmsionality by 1IIIking assumptiJns that are stronger than those of fully mnpa.ratretri: 
estimafun but weaker than those of a para.rrdric tmdel The stronger assumpfuns also give the tmdels limited extrapolafun capabilities. Of 
course, these benefits co~ at the price of increased risk ofspecificatiJn error, but the risk io; stmller than with simple para.tretric tmdel<l. 
Thil is because semipara.rrdric Imdels tmke weaker assmnpti:ms than do pararwt:ri:l Imdels, and contain simple parametric tmdels as 
special cases. 
Semiparametric estimatiJn is also an important research :fieil in statio;tics, atXi it has led to much interaction between statio;tic:ians atXi 
econo~ia:os. The early statistics atXi biostatistics research that is re'-want to econotretri:s was fucused on survival (duration) tmdels. 
Cox's (1972) proportional hazards Imdel am the Buckley am Ja.tres (1979) estimator fur censored regressbn tmdels are two early 
examples of this line of research So~t later, C. Stone (1985) showed that a nonpa.ratretric additive tmdel can overcmne the curse of 
dimensionality. Since then, statisticians have co:olributed actively to research on the ~ classes of semq,ararwt:ri:l Imdels that 
econotretri:ia:os have worked on. 
13 Theory-based empirical models 
Many ecoro~ Imdels are connected to ecoromi; theory only loosely or through essentially arbitrary parametric asslJillltions about, say, 
the shapes ofutility fum:tions. For exaiqlle, a logittmdelofdiscrete choice assum:s that the randomco:tqlonents ofutility are independently 
am identK:ally dioltributed with the Type I e:xtrerm vahJe distribution. In addition, it is frequently assum:d that the indirect utility function is 
linear in prices and o1her characteristics of the ahematives. Because ecoromi: theory rarely, if ever, yieils a parametric specification of a 
probability tmde~ it is worth asking whether theory provides useful restri:tions on the specification of econorretric tmdels, and whether 
Imdels that are consistent with economi: theory can be estimated without 1IIIking non-1heoretical para.tretric assumpfuns. The answers to 
these questions depem on the details of the setting being Imdelled. 
In the case of discrete-choice, random-utility tmdels, the infurential problem is to estirmte the distributiln of (direct or indirect) utility 
conditional on observed characteristics of individuals and the ahematives am>ng which they choose. More specifically, in applied research 
one usually ti interested in estirmting the systermtic component of utility (that is, the function that gives the ~an of utility conditional on the 
explanatory variables) am the distributiln of the random CO:tqlonent of utility. Discrete choice is present in a wide range of app&:afuns, so it 
io; important to krow whether the systermtic CO:IIJIOnent of utility am the distribution of the rmlom CO:IIJIOnent can be estilmted 
nonpa.ratretrK:a1ly, thereby avoiding the ron-theoretical dirtributional and functional funn asslJilllfuns that are required by pa.ratretri: Imdels. 
The systermtic component and dirtribution of the rmlom component cannot be estirmted unless they are identified. However, economi: 
theory places only weak restri:tions on utility fum:tions (fur exaiqlle, shape restrictions such as tmrotonicity, convexity, and hotmgeneity), 
so the classes of coMitional ~an am utility functions that satisfY the restrictions are large. I:rdeed, it ic1 not diflicuh: to show that observatbns 
of individuals' choices atXi the vah.Jes of the expJanatory variables, by 1:betmelves, do rot ident:iJY the systermtic component of utility am the 
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ilistribution of the randomco~onent without rmking asS\lii1)1:ions that sbrink the class ofalbwed ftn:tions. 
1'hi9 issue has been addressed in a series of papers by Matzkin that are summized in Matzkin (1994). Matzkin gives conditions under 
wbich the systematic COI11'onent of utility and the ilistributi>n of the random component are nentified without restricting either to a finite-
dirrensional p~ :tiunily. Matzkin a1so shows how these :fi.mcti:lns can be estirmted consistently when they are ilentified. Sora= of the 
asS\liil)tions required fur idenlificati:ln may be undesirab1e in applicati:lns. Moreover, Manski (1988) and Horowitz (1998) have given 
examp1es in whi:h infinitely mmy combinati:lns of the systematic COiq>onent of utility and distribution of the random component are 
consistent with a binary k>git specmti:ln of choize probabiliWs. Thus, iliscrete-choize, random-utility trode6 can be estirmted under 
asSI.IIll'ti:lns that are considerably weaker than those of; say, k>git and probit tmdels, but the systematic CQil1'0nent of utility and the 
ilistribution of the random coiq>onent cannot be ilentified using the restricti:lns of economic theory ak>ne. It is necessary to make additional 
asSI.IIll'ti:lns that are not required by economic theory am, because they are required fur identificati:ln, cannot be tested empirkally. 
Models oftmrket-entry decisions by oligopolistic finns present identification issues that are closely related to those in discrete-choice, 
random utility trodels. Berry and Tamer (2006) explain the identi&ati:ln problems and approaches to resolving them 
The situati:ln is difJerent when the economic setting provnes nnre iofurmafun about the relation between observab1es and preferences 
than is the case in iliscrete-choice trodels. This happens in nndels of certain kinds of auctDns, thereby permitting nonpara.mmic estirmfun 
of the distribution of values fur the auctioned object An examp1e is a first-prize, sea1ed bid auction within the independent private values 
paradigm. Here, the prob1em is to infur the ilistributDn ofbilders' values fur the aucti:lned object from observed bids. A ~-theory nndel 
ofbilders' behaviour provides a characterimtion of the relation between bids and the ilistribution of private va1ues. Guerre, Perrigne and 
Vuong (2000) show that this relafun nonp~ally nentif£s the distribution of values if the analyst observes all bids and certain other 
mikl condit:Dns are satisfied. Guerre, Perrigne and Vuong (2000) also show how to carry out nonpa.ram=tric estirmtion of the va1ue 
ilistribution. 
Dynamic decisDn ODdelc; and equilibrium job-search ODdelc; are other exai11'1es of empnal tmdels that are ck>sely connected to 
economic theory, though they a1so rely on non-theoretical param:tri: assumpfuns. In a dynamic decision nndet an agent Imkes a certain 
decision repeatedly over tirre. For examp1e, an indM:lual may decile each year whether to retire or not. The optirml decision depends on 
uncertain future events (fur exal11'1e, the state of one's future heahh) whose probabilities may change over tirre (fur examp1e, the probability 
of poor heahh increases as one ages) and depend on the dec:tiion. In each pemd, the dec:tiion of an agent who maximizes expected utility is 
the soJufun to a stochastic, dynamic programming prob1em A large body of research, much of which is re~ by Rl.ISt (1994), shows 
how to specifY and estirmte econom=tric nndels of the utility funcfun (or, deperding on the application, cost function), probabilities of 
relevant future events, and the decision process. 
An equilibrium search nndel determines the ilistributi>ns of job durati:lns and wages endogenously. In such a tmdet a stochastic process 
generates wage o:ffurs. An unemp1oyed worker accepts an offi:r if it exceeds his reservatDn wage. An emp1oyed worker accepts an offi:r if it 
exceeds his current wage. Emp1oyers choose o:ffurs to llEXirni2e expected profits. Atrong other things, an equilibrium search nndel provnes 
an explanation fur why seemingly iientical workers receive difrerent wages. The theory of equilibrium search nndels is described in Albrecht 
and Axell (1984 ), Mortensen (1990), and Burdett and Mortensen (1998). There is a large body of literature on the estirmtion of these 
nndels. Bowlus, IGefur and Neumann (200 1) provne a recent exatlJl1e with tmny refurences. 
14 The bootstrap 
The exact, finite-samp1e distributions of econom=tric estirmtors and test statistics can mrely be cakulated in applicatDns. This is because, 
except in special cases and under res1rictive assumpfuns (fur examp1e, the normal linear tmdel), finite S3lll'le ilistributions depend on the 
unknown ilistribution of the population from which the data were sampled. 1'hi9 prob1em is usually dealt with by rmking use oflarge-sample 
(asymptotic) approximafuns. A wiie va,rK,ty of econom=tric estimators and test statistics have distributions that are approximately normal or 
chi-square when the sample si21: is Jarge, regardless of the population ilistribution of the data. The approximafun error decreases to zero as 
the samp1e size increases. Thus, asymptotic approximati:lns can to be used to obtain confiietx::e intervals fur pa.ram=ters and critical values 
fur tests when the sample si21: is large. 
It has 1ong been known, however, that the asymptotic normal and chi-square approximations can be very inaccurate with the samp1e sizes 
encountered in applicati:lns. Consequently, there can be large diffurences between the true and nominal coverage probabiltt:s of confidence 
intervals and between the true and nominal probabilities with whi:h a test rejects a correct nu1l hypothesis. One approach to dealing with this 
prob1em is to use higber-order asymptotic approximafuns such as Edgeworth or sadd]epoint expansions. These received m.JCh research 
attention during 1970s and 1980s, but analytic higher-order expansions are mrely used in applicatDns because of their algebrU: comp1exity. 
The bootstrap, wbich is due to Efron (1979), proviies a way to obtain som=tirres spectacular improvements in the accuracy of 
asymptotic approximatDns while avoiding algebraic COI11'lexity. The bootstrap annunts to treating the data as if they were the population. In 
other words, it creates a pseudo-population whose distribution is the eiq>irkal distribution of the data. Under S3lll'ling from the pseudo-
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population, the exact finite sample distril:rutDn of any statio;ti;: can be estimted with aroitrary accuracy by canying out a Monte Carlo 
simulation in whk:h samples are drawn repeatedly from tOO elq)irical dW'ibution of tOO data. That m, the data are repeatedly salq)led 
raniomly with replacemmt. Since the empirical di<ltribution is close to the populafun di<ltribution when the salq)le s~ m large, the bootstrap 
consmtently estirmtes tOO asyrnptoti:: di<ltribution of a wile range of ii:IJ>ortant statmti::s. Thus, the bootstrap provides a way to replace 
anaJyti:: ca1culations with co~q>utation This is useful when the asylq)totic distribution is difficuh: to work with analytically. 
More importantly, the bootstrap provides a low-order Edgeworth approximation to the distribution of a wile variety of asylq)toti:ally 
standard normal and chi-square statisti:s that are used in applied research. Consequently, the bootstrap provides an approximation to the 
finite-sample di<ltributions of such statistics that is tmre accurate than the asyt11>totic normal or chi-square approximafun. The theoretical 
research leading to this conch.Jsion was carried out by statmicims, but tOO bootstrap's importance has been recognized in econometri:s and 
tOOre is now an irq>ortant body of econometri: research on the topX:. In many setting<i that are ii:IJ>ortant in appli:afuns, the bootstrap 
essentially eliminates errors in the coverage probab•s of confidence interwls and the rejection probabilities of tests. Thus, the bootstrap is 
a very important tool fur applied econometri:ians. 
There are, however, situations in which the bootstrap does not estimate a statisti::'s asytllltoti: distribution consistently. Manski's (1975; 
1985) tmXimum score estimator of the p~ters of a binary response tmdel is an example. All known cases ofbootstrap inconsistency 
can be overcome through the use of subsalq)ling methods. In subsampling, tOO distribution of a statist£ is estimated by carrying out a Monte 
Carlo simulation in whk:h the subsamples of the data are drawn repeatedly. The subsamples are smaller than the original data-set, and they 
can be drawn randomly with or without replacemmt. Subsatq>ling provides estimates of asyrnptoti: dW'ibutiom that are consistent urxler 
very weak asswnptions, though it is 1SU8lly less accurate than tOO bootstrap when the bootstrap is consistent. 
15 PrograiiiiiJe evaluation and treatment effects 
Progratnrre eva1uation is con:emed with estirmting the causal e:frect of a treatment or poli:y intervention on some population. 100 problem 
arises in many disciplines, inc hiding biomedi:al research (fur exa!q)le, the effucts of a new m:di:al treatment) and ecommics (fur example, 
the e:frects of job training or education on earnings). 100 tmst obvious way to learn the effucts oftreatment on a group ofindivXluals by 
observing each indivnua!s outcome in both the treated and the untreated states. This is not possible in practice, however, becaiSe one 
virtually always observes any given individual in either the treated state or the untreated state but oot both. This does oot matter if the 
indivnuals who receive treatment are iienti::al to those who do not, but that rare]y happens. For example, indivnuals who choose to take a 
certain drug or woose physi:ians prescribe it fur them may be si:ker than indivnllaB who do not receive the drug. Similar]y, people wm 
choose to obtain high levek of education may be difi:rent from others in ways that affuct future earnings. 
'I'his problem has been recognized s~ at least the t:itm ofR.A. Fisher. In principle, it can be overcome by assigning indivnuals randomly 
to treatment and control groups. One can then estirmte the average e:frect of treatment by the di:trerence between the average outcomes of 
treated and \Dllreated indivnua1s. This raniom assignment procedure has become something of a gokl starxlard in the treatment e:frects 
literature. Clini:al trials ISe random assigommt, and tOOre have been irq>ortant ecooomi: and socill experimmts based on this procedure. 
But there are dio serious prncti:al problems. First, random assignment lillY not be possible. For example, one cannot assign high-school 
students randomly to receive a university education or not Second, even if random assigmrent is possible, post-randomization events may 
disrupt the e:frects of randomization For example, individuals may drop out of the experiment or take treatments other than the one to whk:h 
they are assigned. Both of these tJ::Iinr;i lillY happen fur reasons that are related to the outcome of interest For example, very ill rnenbers of a 
control group may figure out that they are not receiving treatment and :find a way to obtain the drug being tested. In addition, real-workl 
programnes may not opernte the way that expetirnental ones do, so real-workl outcomes may oot mimic those fuum in an experiment, even 
if nothing has disrupted the randomization 
Much research in econometrics, statistics, and biostatisti::s has been aiJred at developing methods fur infurring treatment effucts when 
randomization is not possible or is disrupted by post-randomization events. In econometrics, this research dates back at least to Gronau 
(197 4) and Heckman (197 4 ). The :funda.Irental. problem is to iientifY the effucts of treatment or, in less fumBl telml, to separate the e:frects 
oftreatmmt: from those of other sources of diffureiK:es between the treated and \Dllreated groups. Manski (1995), ainong many others, 
discusses 1his problem Large literatures in statisti:s, biostatmti:s, and econometri:s are concerned with devebping iientifYing asS\Dll)tions 
that are reasonable in applied setting<i. However, iientifYing assumptions are not testable empirically and can be controversial One wiie]y 
accepted way of dealing with this problem is to conduct a sensitivity analysis in whi:h the sensitivity of the estimated treatment effuct to 
alternative iientifYing assumptions is assessed. Another possibility is to furgo controversial iientifYing asswnptions and to :find the entire set of 
outcomes that are consistent with the joint distribution of the observed variables. 'Ibis approach, wbi:h has been pioneered by Mansk:i and 
several co-investigators, is discussed in Manski (1995; 2003), ammg other places. Ho~ Mullin and Sanders (1997) proviie an interesting 
appli:ation ofbounding methods to measuring the e:frects of teenage pregnancy on the labour market outcomes of young womm. 
16 Integration and simnlation methods in econometrics 
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1h: integration probm is eMemic in economi: IDOdelling, aming whenever economi: agents do not observe random variables and the 
behaviJur para.Wgm is the IIIlXimllatiJn of expected utility. The econo~ian inherits this probm in the expressim of the corresponding 
econo~ trode~ even befure taking up inference and est:Dmfun. The issue is trost filmiliar in dynamic optimizafun contexts, where it can 
be addressed by a wrirty oftrethods. Tayk>r mi Uhlig (1990) present a comprehemive revimr ofthese ~retbods; fur later innovafuns see 
Keane and Wo]pin (1994), R.U'it (1997) and Santos and Vigo-Aguia.r (1998). 
The problem is IDOre pervasive in econormtrks than in economic trodelling, because it arises, in additDn, whenever econo1IE agents 
observe random variables that the econo~retrK:ian does not For example, the economic agent lillY funn expectafuns comil:ional on an 
infimmfun set not entirely accessible to the ec~ian, swh as personal characteristX:s or confidential infi.mnafun. Another exaiiJ~Je 
arises in discrete choice settings, where utilities of alternatives are never observed and the prices of alternatives often are not. In these 
situatiJns the economi: IDOdel provnes a probability distribution of outcom:s condit:X>nal on three classes of objects: observed variables, 
available to 1he econotretrK:ian; latent variables, unobserved by the econormtn:ian; and p81'11l00ters or funcfuns describing 1he prefurences 
and decision-making enviroDilElt of the economi: agent. The econom:tri:ian typically seeks to learn about the p~ or fin:tions given 
the observed variables. 
There are several ways of dealing with thic; task. Two approaches that are c1osely related mi wnely used in 1he econolDltrics literature 
generate integratiJn problemi. The first is to Jmintain a distribution of the latent variables corxlitional on observed variables, the pa.ra.mrters in 
1he trode~ and additional p~ required fur C01r4lleting this distribution. (This is the approach taken in maxirmnn likelihood and 
Bayesian ini:ren:e.) Combined with the IDOde~ thic; leads to the joint distribution of outcom:s mi latent variables conlit:ional on observed 
variables and p~. Sirx:e the marginal distribution of outco~res is the one relevant fur the ec~ian in this conditional distribution, 
there is an integration problem fur the latent variables. The second approach is weaker: it restricts to :rero 1he vaJues of certain populafun 
IDOmmts involving the latent and observable variables. (Ibis is the approach taken in genera.liled m:thod oftmmmts, which can be 
irqlletrented with both p~ and nonplll'alretric m:thods.) lh:se m>mmts depend upon the plll'alreters (which is why the rmhod 
works) mi the econom:trician IDBt therefure be able to evaluate the IDOmmts fur any given set of plll'alreter vah.Jes. ~ again requires 
integrafun over the latent variables. 
Ideally, this integral would be evaluated analytically. Often- indeed, typically- thic; is not possible. The ahernative is to use llUIOOrical 
m:thods. Som: of1hese are deterministic, but the rapid growth in the so1ution of1hese problems since (roughly) 1990 has been driven IDOre 
by sin:ulafun tretbods employing pseudo-random IllliiDers generated by computer hardware and software. This section reviews the IDOst 
irqlortant 1hese trethods and describes 1heir IDOst significant use in non-Bayesian econom:trics, nam:ly, sin:ulated Irethod of trommts. In 
Bayesian econom:trics the integratiJn problem is inescapable, the s1ructure of the economic Imdel notwithstanding, because pa.ra.mrters are 
treated explicitly as unobservable random variables. Consequently sitrulafun tretbods have been central to Bayesian inference in 
econotretrics. 
16.1 Deterministic ~p~ruimation of integral• 
The evaluatiJn of an integral is a problem as old as the calculus itself In weJl. catalogued but limited insta.IK:es ana]ytical solutions are 
available: Gradshteyn and Ryzhik: (1965) is a useful classic re:terer.;e. For integrafun in ore dim:msion there are several IOOthods of 
detennioistic approximation, including Newton-Coates (Press et aL, 1986, ch. 4; Davis and Rabinowitz, 1984, ch. 2), mi Gaussian 
quadrature (Golub mi Wel'lch, 1969; Judd, 1998, s. 7 .2). Gaussian quadrature approximates a simoth :function as the product a polynomial 
of IDOdest order and a SIDOoth basis function, and then uses iterative refinetrents to compute the approximafun. It is incmpomted in IDOst 
IIIltheliiltX:al applicatiJm software mi is used routinely to approximate integral; in one dim:msion to mmy signi&:ant 1igures of accuracy. 
Integrafun in several dim:msions by treans of deterministic approximafun is tmre difficuh. Practical generic adaptations of Gaussian 
quadrature are limited to situatiom in which the integrmi is approximately the product offuncfuns of single variables (Davis and Rabinowitz, 
1984, pp. 354--9). Even here the logarithm of corqrutation time is approximately linear in the IJUilber of variables, a phenom:non so~retirnes 
dubbed 'the curse of dim:msionality.' Successful extemions of quadrature beyond dim:msions of fuur or five are rare, and these extensions 
typically require substantial analytical work befure they can be appied swcessfu]ly. 
Low discrepancy m:thods provne an ahernative generic approach to dete:tministic approximation of integral'i in higher dim:msions. The 
approximation is the average value of the integrand computed over a weJl.chosen sequence of points whose configuration atml.Dlts to a 
sophisticated lattice. Dilrerent sequences lead to variants on the approach, the best known being the Halton ( 1960) sequence and the 
llatnroorsley (1960) sequence. N :iederreiter (1992) reviews 1hese and other variants. 
A key property of any m:thod of integral approximafun, deterministic or non-deterministic, is that it should pro vile as a by-prodwt sotne 
indicator of the accuracy of the approximation. DetenninistX: m:thods typically provne upper bounds on the approximation error, based on 
worst-case situafuns. In mmy situafuns the actual error is orders of magnitude Jess than 1he upper bound, and as a consequen:e attaining 
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cletlind 1111111 tollnDces IIBY appear to be iqnactical, wh!nas iD &ct thlu tollnDces c:aneasiy be atlaDd. ~ (1996, a. 1.3) 
pmviles Bll.~. 
'lhe Rwbe ofmpliDn pmbl:ml ~ill c:wwm:4au IJIIbe dl:m ol!m-IIID:IIIIbl: 1D IIIIKk by lliDIIIa1im mcCbDda tJm by 
.... ddta •i idi: m:dlocb. Two c~ are by. Filllt, aq,u iD.~d· ••• are requi'ed.ID.soa silua1ilm 1belllld!c:r il 
~to 1be me: oftltl 881q)l:.llld. whill: Glc ~ ofb probkmay l:acliD ~ll ill 1er1111 ofmany ialqJall ofllllld:r 
cJiD:mkm, 1be ~ 111zuctun:: 8114 ~liSion are 111ill111Rdable lbr ddrn •i a m:thoda. 'lbe 8CCODd characmtio ii11Bt b ~ 
problem\JIIIIllyc:ilea udltl Deed to coupu= b c~ \'IDe of a fiD::mnofal.'llldomwctorwJhagmnproblbilil:ydiseriJalk!DP: 
I= Js g(x) p(x)dx, 
(I) 
whln p il1hD dcmayCOimSpOnd.irB toP, g is tbD fimclilm, ll: il1hD rmlam wctor,lllllll illltbD lllllllber to be approllimlm!xl 'Ihl pro~ 
dimi.JIDmP il Ibm 1bD poD of deputun! iJr tbD aiiD.Jia1DJ. 
Far~dimilllimltbDn! an~ reilbiD lllpilhna, ill:plamtntd iD.widelyavaiabiD ~appli:atiom so11.wm!, m•irmWXm of 
JBD.damwctmu. 'lml yi:ib &881q)l: { g(x<m>)} (m = 1• · ·' 111 ) 1dmc 11ilhu:a:& IIICBII.pmvib anapproxiaa~Wnof/, mJ &whi:ha 
eearalliraidlcoremprodlet an aM M!IIC:!d oftltl aceuraeyofb liliPMi•••••niD.b \fill-y. (1bil requires Glc cxillm;c ofb lint 
two"' • ••• ofg, wbi:hlllllt be 8hoWD Ulllylically.) Tbil appoadl il moat~ whr::Dp illliq)l: (so lhlt direct liilllllmm ofll: il 
potlble) bit Glc IIIN:tiR ofg p~bles ~ evWatkm ofL 
Tbilql: approachdoca mt8UIIi:c iJrb illtegra1iiDproblemu itypEal!ylllilca ilCCODOm:tzi:s. Aleadil!gcliii!IPie ill1be 
""l!jnomjolprobi (MNP) IIIDdelwihJ ~~ chDicel. ForeedlDiiYih.tilbe Ulillyofthe lastchoi:c uui11DDJIII8lilled to be.zao, mJ 
dJc 1Jtilties ofdlc lint 1 - 1 choices are giycn by the \'eCtor 
u; - N(X;~, 2:), 
(2) 
whlnX il allBiriltofc:hamcl.e!illllits ofiodividuali, iochdillg1hDpR:e& mJ ollllll: ptopmlitia oflhl choicespmll!llllld to 1hati:d.ivihBI, mJ 
fJ ml:Z: 11e ldructlnll*Wb• ofthc IIIIMh:L lfbj'lhel:Ddof., ill polliiwe llllll)qcrdlandthc othcre'Jcmen!a ofu, Glc i:llivihB1 
IJIIbe c:hoGj, 81111 if'alebmda ofu are ~liw Glc illdivilualiJIIbe c:hoGJ. 'Jbc probabaylhlt ildividuali IDib8 chDiccj il b 
aq,alofb (n- 1)-VIIIilleii011Dilclillribuli)n(l)labncnublld3spacc {u;: uik"' uu'ifk = 1, , n}. 'I'IIilc:oqyula1imileer.m.Jil 
ewDdilgb lhJhood illl:1i1ll, and it hilS m 8118ly1icalso.._ f1or ~ml mi=w, 8CC Sandor and ADdru, 2004.) 
S~Mftl~ Qnjltj!nm:thoda haw bccnliiCd ilribcproblem(l) ilCCODOm:lli:a. ODe ofthc oldest is acccplm:e ~lilg, a 
silple wria ofwbi:hil deacri.Jed il vonNeum11111(1951) andllmm:rlleyandHml1100>m (1964). S'Ul'JI08C itis poed>Jeto dmwfiom 
dJc ~Qwihdeodyq, 8114 the IIJio p(x) I q(x) il bomclect ai)(M bylbe lmownCOIIItlllta.lfll: ill aillllla11:cl~~UCCCSSiw~iomQ 
bat~ 8lld takmb.o the sanpl: wilh probabilil:y p (x) I [ aq(x) ], da die R:dilg 881qllc it~ clistriQed d dJc 
idmw r:tisldntimP. Prooi 8114 :filrtb:r cJ.isclakm arc wiclcly awiablc; filr ~. ~~~ et d (1992. s. 7.4). Bratlcy, Fox and Sdnac 
(1987,s.S.2.S),andGewcke(lOOS.s.4.2.1). 'lbe~pro~of~dmwdomQisl/a.lfaistoolarpdlemcdxut 
i1 iDpaclbll, bm whr::Daooeplalllle sanp!ius is pmctical it provides draws dDd1y liomP. 'lml i111 aniqlorlmd: coJI!IODiml ofmmy ofdle 
alpn.._.1llllhldyilgtbD •bJack box' pnmationofmndomvariablils iD.uedw1 ,. abppJi:a!Ens lllliwm! . 
.Abmlliwly, iD till 1181111 mamn doftba cimwB imnQ IIIli etaDd ml.labnb.o a llllll1ifild suq~Jc ill wbi:h tbD -isl* 
w(x(m)) = p(x(m)) 1 q(x(m)) illl ~ wilh tbD ~t~'lhdmv. 'Ihl appm•i•M1XmofliD(1) illl then 1bD ~ awmp of1hDtlmll 
g(x<m>). 'l1lil approach dab atl:ut to Himm:mleymJHmllllmf:. (1964, 11. S.4), and Willi i:drodu&:cd.ID ecownetru by!Gxk mJ 
wnDijk (1978). 'lbe plVCll:dun: ilmm: s;:umllhrm aa:c:pam;e ~qil t.t a k.mwn upper bound ofw is mt'Rlq11iml, 1M if'il &ct a ill 
~ da die~ ddi!pJay iiiF wria1im 111111 Glc wvairali Ill will be poor. 'lml il c:br iD. tD: ceDIJII.Iimit drrmem&Gic ~ 
ofappa 11i•••• 'll proWled il Gewcke (1989&). ~h aa a practicallllllll:l Rqllfts dlat a tie upper bound on w be ealablilbed 
~-1bB is a by fmitalmnofaa:eptBDce ~~&~~plillg m:l iqxalals:o !II!Dt'lilg 
MmtovclBDMoml Cam (MCMC) llllllboda provide aniDD!ydiflinm approach to tbD sobionoftbD ilm!ptimpmbllm(1). 'IIlllse 
pmc:echns com1n1ct a Mazkov process oftbD imn 
x<m)- p(xlx<m- 1)) 
(3) 
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CUilll&pi (!Umst IIIDly) toJ. n-llllllboda baYO ahill1myin ned&• ti:alphysi:s daqback to tbD alprllbmofMetmpolilllltal 
(19S3). Haslqp (1970) :1Dcusedons1Blisticalprobkml m:l m...J...t tbDilllllmd to b pmscmt:imnkmwnu tbD Haa1i~Jst-MIIImpolill 
(HM) ~ HM cbwa a ('.endi!am X. ioma CIJJbtw&d didriHDm DlexDd by X (m - 1). n-X (m) = X wilh probabi&y 
o: ( x (m- 1>, x (m)) m:l Belli x (m) = x (m)- 1 otbcu•ile, 1he ia:Jcbm a beq chollano tt.t lhc proa:a11 (3) dcfiDcd in 1hill way baa 1he dCIIRd 
~property. am lllld Om:u1Jelg (1995) p!U'Wie a deCailcd ialroductim to HM lllld iB appli.:ation in eevwua:t~M. 'nr:m:y 
(1994)pro11i!es alllalCilct811111Dltyoflhc rekWDtCO!IIilwulllllde space Mazkovcllaillhcotybearilgon lhc com~ ofMCMC. 
A '\UiiDD oflhc BM qodhm. ~ suilcd to iiDIGC .ICWUIIIu.Um m:l proble:ma il spalii181Uis!it8, lrmwn aa1he GMt ~~~q~lillg 
(GS) ~ waa Droduce4 byGe:manllld Gcmm(1984). nm wu u~lhownto baw: gtatpot=lillilr ~im 
ea~~~~'lllaDm byaelimd ad Smilh(1990). In GS 1he w:ctan: is ddM1ed iro co~nrtt YOCtom. x' = (x~, ... , x~ l, in Sldl a waydllt 
sim!mon iom tbe coudiionaldBtmulion of each x j iDpliecl by p(s:) iD (I) il iuble. Tma method bas proYOD YOIY iD 
~ JCIICillly, ad i l'C\'0~ Bayeaim llJIPI'08Cbes iD paticulllr bePDol about 1990. 
By the tim ofthe CCIUy HM mi GS 9il1ml 'Wa'C ltiiDdard tools ftno lbbod-bued CCODOmetri:s. 1'beir atnx:ture and~ 
.i:tjlorlals:o lbr ~simccoDOneb:i:a"""" conwyecl ini!UIW)'S byo-:b (1999)adChiJ QOOI).u wenu ina llllllhroftmhoob, 
iocb:Jq Koop (2003), l..aDcaslm' (2004). Geweke (2005) m:l Roui, AllldJy azd ~(2005). Cemrallimitthewi5111i can be 1liCid 
to llliiiCIIS tbD qllllity ofappmllimmnsu clac:ribed in 'nr:m:y (1994) and Gt!wK:e (2005). 
Gcu:nlia:dmcCbodofii&IID:Ii1i c:alimtiDnbas been a 111aple ofom-Ba)mmCCOl&ll&llicsllia&Jc iB iobudul:tim by Himlen(1982). Inm 
c:c.owauAai; Dlldcl wih k x 1 piiRDlCilT \\llltDr tJ cwwwili tbcoJy pmvilce tJc Bet ofiiBiq)l: ll:l)m:llt n:a!ril:timl 
h(6) = Js g(x) p(xl6, y)dx = 0, 
(4) 
wlae g(s:) iu p x 1 \\lll!Dr m:l y denoa tho data ill:blill& ilislruu:dahviables. AnCliiiiJ1!1e il tho MNP lllldcl (2). If tho obsa-wcl 
choi:es are c:od.cd by tho variables d ii = 1 ifiDdivicl11l111lillbs choice} and d ii = 0 otbcrwilc, !bon tho~ \'aluuf d ii is the 
probabi&ytbd DIMbll mabs cmaJ, JeadiDg to MS1Ii:ti:u ofdzt limn (4). 
'Ibl ~ llllllhad ofmDmmlll estimator ujuju ' 11 dzt crDriDn fio:timh( 6) 'Wh( 6) ,gMna llllilllb)¥ claen we~llllllrilt W. 
lfdztlllq1lile~ can be CMbted.~, p;,: k, and odB r.«,,.m ... proWiedilB'amcm(1982) amsatisfBI, thmdztnl ila 
wd-cblwlDpDcla~)i1411Diic tbDotyofiuinewe :iJr1hD piiiiiDIIICan dllt by 1990 Wllll a s1llpll ofgzaduah! ccoiiDIIIIIII:i:a Bdboob. Ifmr llllD 
OI'IJIDie Dllmas ofh tbD i:i.DpCIIDIIOt be evaluatl!d ~' hu Jbr alliaiiM w1Je1 ofi B o:Jhm possibll!tD BWJUxinJsCD 1hD a.at 
appeiiiq iD (4) by .m..-Tbil illhc llii!Dn in tbe MNP lllldcl 
'lhe IRbstilikmofa llinJJtm'lapproxilmlim 
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lDr die~ ill (4) clelb:slhl:: m::lhod ofsilllllalcd "" • • ''' (M8M) molhl:ed by M£Paddc:a.(1989) m1 Pakea ml Polllrd (1989}, 
'WI» wue llOlii:CIIIIld wtillhl:: MNP IIIIC!el.(2) iDpa!licularml die H!li••!M!llofdilcrete mpoliiiC IIIIDC!ellllllillgcrou-secmndata ill 
p:nl I.all:r dl: m:tbod Willi m::ndec! 1D taD, scriea IIIIDCiell by Lee ml Jq:mm (1991) ml Dulli:: ml S.IDD (1993). 'lhc ~ 
cliiCa:inDJD~eltlbillled ill til~~ 1brtdlelllldler ofllj!mlotjmaMilmaae atl:utumpidlyu die squae ofel!e 
lllldler of obaerwlilm. 'Ihe pt~Cli:dilqlort oflhiiiPJiile:dly sew~e ~uiemu illbat eppi.ld ecomm:lric work !lll8t eslablih did 
dlallps iDM DUSt haw Ide iq)act on lhl:: raul~~; o-ke, K.eae m.i RIDde (1994; 1997) provile CDq)les m MNP. 'IIISICaiduie 
ako shows dldillgeoemllhl:: iq)actofusiuadil=ttimdetioo, u opposed to llll1)1icalewlalionoflhl:: il=gml. is 1D iDcrcuetl» 
IIS)iljlloti:: 'WIIrimceoftbl! OMMatiDIDrof8bydl: 6.ctar 111 -1, twi:al~Ytrividill~oftbl! lllllllberofsilllllatiDn&required. Smstamial 
ID'WI)'5 ofthD Uldl of'MSM aud.llwfms applicatiDn& ofthD JII!Cimd can be final i1 Gomimolllt aud. Monilrt (1993; 1996), Stan (1997) 
m.i J...ilslllliHl azd Bram.s (1999). 
'Ibl nmlationappzwiuati"J, lllllbl tbD (UIII.vailablll) IIDII1)1Dl!MibdimoftbDmpa(4), canhd. to a crilmionfimcliondldill 
cliK:mfimmB ill 8. 'lbil happcms D tbD MNP model111illg tblt obvioal ajm\rtjm IIChmm D wbm tbD choice pro'babililiN IIIII Dpilu:ed by 
b~ pmpadilll8 i1 b M sin....._, u piOJJOSCCi by l..mmm m.i MBDIId (1981). 'Ibc a!JiqltOti:: lhcoiY de\dJped by ~addcu (1989) 
m.i Pabe ml Polml (1989) cope:~~ wih til po~~ibilily, mllr:d Mclladdcu (1989) to \lied k.emc1 ~to 1111101h 1be pmbabi!D:8. 
'lhc most "Mic\'\lled m::lhod ilr 1111101hiagpro'babililiN iD 1be MNP model ill Cl!e ~u-Keane (GHK) Mm"Jofor of 
Geweb (1989b), HajMI88A>u, McF&ddenmlltwd (1991) mlK.eabe (1990); alilldescq,liln.il provided iDGewcb milC.eiiDe 
(2001), m1 ~of~ m::tmd8 arc giw:nillHajiwsiim, MclladdalllllldRwd (1996) mi. Sandorml.Amru (2004). 
MflllinnlbBIDod esmlilnof8canhd.ID flrst.cude:r0011dm... ofel!e lillm(4), 1114111118 becom:s a~cue of'MSM. 'Ibis 
coam~ aome oftbl! colq)i:uiDJII iDirocfucecl by sia:mlatioD. While die ain...,nepprollimmn of(l) ill "UZiued, die 
coaeep~ el~Pl\l~silnedle:ll tbl! ilg~liboocl ~llllld a cl.erMdives~. 'Dill ilr q-illi= llllllilerofeiD:IdatiomM, die 
ewbiim ofthe lint~ condDona il biued iD geuerai.I'DcreePigM ala n1e &SII:r than tbl! eq~~~~t~ oftbl! IIIIIIDer of obee.mltiom 
e!ininales the 8qlllml biu 1da1iYe 1D tbl! wriancc ofthe estilmtor; Lee (199S) proviles idler d,etd,. 
Ba)1!8im 110 ncmel.li;s p&les a commn pro'babilily ~ onllllldom "Yilrlabllls 1bat can be obaerved. (data) aud 'IIIIDbeemlblll 
ptiiBIIIIItlln mllatma "Yilrlabllls. Jnincmceproc:eeda lllillgtllll cliiCai:UKmoflhiiMJ \Dlberwblll cmiDs cond.iliDnal.ontllll data- tblt 
poltsior clid:dniim. hsub an1 ~ UJ11 ued iD 1&mnl oftblt ~ofJMllllli5t.cml or :limctiom ofJNIIdllilb:l.l&, ~ 
tlhu wilu:e~pi!Ct to b! postmm dimibulim. 'l'bl&l, whmu ~ pmblllmt ani appbjim-lpllcili: in um-Ba)wim 110 81Hn&4ru, 
~are Clldt:mi: a:Ba)aim~. 
'lhc dewbplr&:m ofmodem.sin•latiou melllods bad a~~~ illBa)Uiul than iD ~~~m-Ba)aim M" • Ark;&. 
SiD:e 1990 l'in•tmm-baaed Ba)Uiulmelhods 111M become prac&al ill die COiiat of most econometri) modelll. 'l'bc availabii;y oflhil 
too! IIIII bee~~ jnft...m.J illlhl:: •mMiilg epproech Iaten iD addreiiUig epplild economellil probJe:ma. 
'l'bcMNPmodel(2)iD1J:atalhl::illmc1iolliDla11::11t\'llrillblemodell. GM:Ilallllq))eofnildiYiluala, 1k (}- 1) x 1latatdy 
\\ld.orl•1, ••• ,11n are ~gatded Cl!Pi:illy u n (}- 1 l "UII1alcnn8 to be iDi:aed llmgwtil tbl! UDlmown ~~~ fJ ml ~ CcmcWoad on 
dae pu61DeCW azd tbl! dala, tbl! YeCIDIIIub .... v,. arc iDdepeoxltftly cJillriNied. 'l'bc dirllindion of11; il (2) tnmcalcd to an od1JaD did 
clepaxlsontheobseMdchoaj:ifj <Jtben Uik < uuiJraBk * jWUU > 0, whl:zal:i)rc:hoi:eJ:, Uik < 0 iJraU. 'IbcdiUJMionof 
eadlua, oonlnnwlonaloftbl! otbl!relemenls of11;, is 1nD:ated winr:ide miDIIJ, azditil rdaliYelysllllipli)J'ward to &imllate 6:omtbB 
cliiCah&Am. (Gewl!ke, 1991, proviles dails onsauplillg&mnai!di.varillle IIOIDIIIdimillllimllllbjectiD lin&m11Z11il;tiom) C~ 
GS pmW!Ma pmcts:ah""*""ilrdrawinsfiom1DI ~ofthD 11111D:\dtywcton c:oiiiimllllon hJN111iib31\51L 
Cu11)~i .. e) on tblt 1atma uliiyvectoiS-ht is, mprdillgtbltm u obiC!Md- tblt MNP model ill a se«'JJIin&&yliiiR!latl!d ~ 
mode~ ml tblt appmach Dlken by Pcm:y (1992) IIJIPB GMn Wl!iq>;lde priDrs tblt postmm dimiJulim offJ, c:oudiiDnal on:Z: ml diiDB, 
il a-.im, ml h condQrmal dilltmlllion of:Z:, c:cmlitioml onfJ ml diiDB, ill iMrt.ed W"llbart. SD:e GS provms 1DI joil:t cliiCainDm of 
ptllliiDCCcn mlllt.a& diii:s, lhl:: pollk:mr mean of my iD:tion oftb:ec a1 be apprOAiuitllcllllllhl:: Bllq)ie mean. TbilllppiUIIdi ml the 
IAllabiliyofGS ilr 1atma Wlilb1:: IIIIDCiel8 1IWC Brat~ byChh (1992). Sillk approacla il.olllcr la!=tvariableiiiiDCiell illilll:b!c 
McCallochml Taay(1994), am mi. Gleenbe!g(1998), McCulbdl, PollonmlRcsd(2000) mi.~ m1 K.eae (2001). 
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The Bayesian approach wi1h GS silesteps 1he evaluation of1he likelihood function and, of any IIDmenls in which 1he approxilmtion is 
biased given a finite nunfler of simulations, two technical issues that are prominent in MSM. On 1he o1ber hand, as in an MCMC algoril:lml, 
1bere may be sensitivity to 1he initial values ofparallllters aod latent variables in 1he Markov chain, aod substantial serial correlation in 1he 
chain will reduce the accuracy of1he simulation approxilmtion. Geweke (1992; 2005) aod Tierney (1994) discuss these issues. 
17 Financial econometrics 
A1fen1rts at testing of1he efficient market hypo1hesis (EMH) provided 1he irqletus fur 1he application of tim: series econom:tric m:tbods in 
finance. The EMH was buih on 1he pioneering work ofBachelier (1900) aod evolved in 1he 1960s from the random walk 1heory of asset 
pri:es adVllllCed by Samuelson (1965). By 1he early 1970s a consensus had em:rged ammg financial economists suggesting that stock 
pri:es could be well approxilmted by a raodom walk IIJJdel aod that chaoges in stock returns were basically unpredictable. Fama (1970) 
proviles an early, definitive statem:nt of this position. He distinguished between difrerent filrm; of1he EMH: 1he 'weak' furm that asserts an 
pri:e infurmation is fully reJiected in asset prices; 1he 'semi-strong' furm that requires asset price chaoges to fully reJiect an publicly avlrilable 
infunmtion aod not only past prices; aod 1he 'strong' furm that postulates that prices fully reflect infunmtion even if som: investor or group 
of investors have IIJJIIOPOlistic access to som: infurmation. Fama regarded 1he strong furm version of1he EMH as a beochmark against 
which 1he o1ber furms of market efficiencies are to be judged. With respect to 1he weak furm version he concluded that 1he test results 
strongly support 1he hypothesis, aod considered 1he various departures docl.IIDlllled as economically llllinllortant. He reached a similar 
conclusion wi1h respect to the semi-strong version of the hypothesis. Evideoce on 1he semi-strong furm of1he EMH was revisited by Fama 
(1991). By1hen it was clear that the distinction between 1he weak and the semi-strong filrm; of1he EMH was redundant. The raodomwalk 
IIDdel could not be maintained either, in view of IIJJre recent studies, in particular that ofLo and MacKinlay (1988). 
ThE observation led to a series of eiqlirical studies of stock return predictability over difrerent horizons. It was shown that stock returns 
can be predicted to some degree by means of interest mtes, dividend yields aod a variety of macroeconomic variables exhibiting clear 
business cycle variations. See, fur eXlllJ1lle, Fama aod French (1989), Kandel aod Starubaugh (1996), aod Pesaran aod Timne:tmann 
(1995) on predictability of equity returns in 1he United States; and Clare, Thomas aod Wickens (1994), aod Pesaran aod Tirmnenmnn 
(2000) on equity return predictability in 1he UK. 
Although it is now generally acknowledged that stock returns could be predictable, 1bere are serious clifficulties in interpreting the 
outcomes of nmket efficiency tests. Predictability could be due to a mnuber of difrerent fuctors such as incomplete learning, expectations 
heterogeneity, tim: variations in risk premia, transaction costs, or specilication searches often carried out in pmsuit of predictability. In 
general, it is not possible to distinguish between 1he difrerent fuctors that might lie behind observed predictability of asset returns. As noted by 
Fama (1991) 1he test of1he EMH involves a joint hypothesis, aod can be tested only jointly wi1h an assumed IIDdel of nmket equilibrium. 
ThE is not, however, a problem that is unij_ue to financial econometrics; ahmst an areas of eiqlirical economics are subject to the joint 
hypo1heses problem The concept ofnmket efficiency is still deemed to be useful as it provides a benchmark aod its use in finance has led to 
significant insights. 
Important adVllllCes have been made in the development of equitibrirnn asset pricing IIDdek, econometric IIJJdelling of asset return 
volatility (Engle, 1982; Bollerslev, 1986), analysis ofhigh frequency intmday data, aod market microstructures. Some of1hese developments 
are reviewed in Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997), Cochrane (2005), Shephard (2005), aod McAleer aod Medeiros (2007). Future 
adVllllCes in financial econometrics are likely to fucus on heterogeneity, learning aod IDOdel uncertainty, real tim: analysis, aod fur1her 
integration wi1h macroeconometrics. Finance is particularly suited to 1he application oftechnij_ues developed fur real tim: econometrics 
(Pesaran aod Tirnm:rmann, 2005a). 
18 Appraisals and future prospects 
Econometrics has come a long way over a relatively short period. Important adVllllCes have been made in the compilation of economic data 
aod in the development of concepts, theories aod took fur the construction and evaluation of a wile variety of econometric IDOdels. 
Applications of econometric methods can be round in ahmst every field of economics. Econometric modek have been used extensively by 
gove:tmlilll agencies, international organfz.ations aod comnercial ente:tprises. Macroeconometric 1110dek of diffi:ring cotq>lexity aod size have 
beeo constructed fur ahmst every country in 1he world. In both theory and pmctice, econometrics has already gone well beyond wbat its 
rounders envisaged. Time and experience, however, have brought out a mnuber of diDiculties that were not apparent at the start. 
Econometrics em:rged in 1he 1930s and 1940s in a clirmte of optimism, in 1he belief that economic 1heory could be relied on to identitY 
liDS!, if not aD, of1he iruportant fuctors involved in modelling economic reality, aod that m:tbods of classical statistical iorerence could be 
adapted readily fur 1he pmpose of giving e:tupirical coutent to 1he received economic 1heory. ThE early view of1he interaction of1heory and 
rneasure:tnell! in econometrics, however, proved mther illusory. Economic 1heory is invariably furmulated wi1h ceteris paribus clauses, aod 
involves lDlObservable latent variables and geoera1 functional furms; it has litfle to say about adjustment processes, lag lengths and other 
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fuc1Drs m:diating 1he relationship between the theoretical specification (even if correct) and observables. Even in 1he choice of variables ro be 
inc Wed in econo=tric relations, 1he role of economic 1heory is filr Irore limited tban was at first recognized. In a W alrasian general 
equilibrium IIDde~ fur example, where every1hing depends on every1hing else, 1here is very little scope fur a priori exclusion of variables ftom 
equations in an econo=tric IIDdel There are also institutional fuatures and accounting conventions that bave ro be allowed fur in 
econoJre1ric IIDdels but which are either ignored or are only partially dealt wilh at 1he theoretical level All this means that 1he specification of 
econometric =dels inevitably involves importaut auxiliary assliiil'tions about functional funns, dynamic specifications, lateut variables, and 
so on, wilh respect ro which economic 1heory is silent or gives only an incomplete guide. 
The recognition that economic 1heory on its own cannot be expected ro provide a COiqllete model specification bas in1!ortant 
consequences fur testing and evaluation of economic theories, fur furecasting and real tim: decision msking. The incOiqlleteness of economic 
1heories makes 1he task of testing 1hem a furmidable uiKiertaking. In general it will not be possible ro say wbeilier 1he resuhs of1he statistical 
tests bave a bearing on the economic theory or 1he auxiliary assmnptions. This ambiguity in testing theories, known as the Dubem-Quine 
1hesis, is not confined ro econoJre1rics and arises whenever 1heories are co,Yunctions ofbypo1heses (on this, see fur eXlllqlle Cross, 1982). 
The problem is, however, especially serious in econo=trics became 1heory is filr less developed in economics tban it is in the natural 
sciences. There are, of course, oilier difficulties that smromd 1he use of econo=tric meiliods fur 1he pwpose of testing economic 1heories. 
As a rule economic statistics are not 1he resuhs of designed experiments, but are obtained as by-products ofbusiness and govemmeut 
activities ofien wilh legal railier tban economic considerations in mind. The statistical meiliods available are generally suitable fur large 
samples while 1he economic data typically bave a railier limited coverage. There are also problems of aggregation over tim:, commodities 
and individnals that finther COiqllicate 1he testing of economic 1heories that are micro-based. 
Econo=tric theory and practice seek ro provide infurmation required fur infunned decision-rmking in public and private economic 
policy. This process is limited not only by the adequacy of econometrics but also by 1he developmeut of economic 1heory and 1he adequacy 
of data and oilier infurmation. Effi:ctive progress, in 1he future as in 1he past, will come ftom simultaneous improvemeuts in econo=trics, 
economic theory and data. Research that specifically addresses the effi:ctiveness of1he interfuce between any two of1hese three in in1lroving 
policy- ro say nothing of all of1hem- necessarily transcends traditional sub-disciplinary bomdaries wilhin economics. But it is precisely 
1hese combinations that hold 1he greatest promise fur 1he social contribution of academic economics. 
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